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ABSTRACT
CM V- 13 1 A it AAQ I is a rt	 large sampIv of all extrut It -11, vi -sin-
1#0114vil graphite. It was mauuf4cV4rvd front vomminvial raw materials,
wilivIl are WHY,	awl using standard proevilures, which
ro ITli('I)rin(!il).tll)kvsicalatitillitvhan ival 1) 1 -
erties of the finished graphite are listed, In most cases as functions
of tomperature.
T. INTRODIT0,110N,	 formulation of this graphite, by weight, is: 85 Darts
graphite flour, 111 parts earl-sin black, and 27 1)arts  fur-
Most eomnierektl graphites tare manufactured from
mixtures of petrolouni coke, earl-Y)n black, and coal-tar
pitch. 1,A)r special purposes, however, when the econom-
ics of a particular situation justify it, other r.t%v mater-
ials are sometimes substituted. One occasionally use-
ful motlifleation of the basic graphite formula is the sub-
stitution of grAphito flour for petroleum coke, principally
to refluee shrinkage of the formed maierial (luring bak-
irg and graphitizing, Another is replacement of the pitch
Wader with a thermosetting resin, which makes possible
forming at room temperaiurvio close dimensional toler-
ances and avoids slumping of the formed body during sub-
scquent beat treatment.
A graphite) Incorporating I.Mh of these modificutions
has been developed at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory,
principally by Group CMB-O, and used in a variety of
critical applications, for example, as the matrix to con-
tain pyrocarbon-coated TJO 2 fuel particles in fuel ele-
ments for the TMITREX nuclear reactor. (1) A common
furylalcohol resin catalyzed witlj malvie laulkvilridv.
Hoveral of the properties i if such a graphite have
been examinv(I in some detail. Most or the measure-
ments made, however, have been on fuel elements, the
properties of which are affected by the presence within
the graphite of a variable proportion of relatively coarse
fuel partieles and by the fact -that, 'to avoid thermal do-
gradation or Ilivrie particles, the material has been graph-
itized at anabnormalky low temperature.
A large sample of a graphite of this type, identified
as OMF-13 Lot AAQ1, has tlivrvrore been made W serve
the following purpolivs:
1. To demonstrate- the state of the arL of graphite
manufacturing in LAS14 Group CMF-13, and par -
titularly the quality and uniformity possible in
such a graphite when each step of its manufac-
iure is controlled to the degree that has become
possible In Group CMF-13;
2. To determine the properties and examine the be-
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rha\u-1 wl a got'd gla{Ihltc' of this t% Ix . free (11 Ibh-	 furvl alcl,lill resin.	 'Ill y r1•hul (4i11tainod 4'; llv weight wl
I-4-1h4 . 4f 1114 . 1 pal licIrs and In the e4,10111( 4 f1 In %Nh141	 roal(•It.:u11\(Iride as ;I I n -IN 11leriza III III cat:llvht, \\ III ( • 1 Ih
it \\will exihl alter flot • 111.11 gr:1 Ill] III /at ltil11 or aItvI	 In( Irnf4 .11 In 114 27 Earth wl hin(11'r If^ted a114 ve.
her •.Iee at IIIgh It . Ill 	 ature
:t.	 To eslahlIAi a Il • II:I1il4 . 11:1:,4' Illle	 %01101 b1
t'wlll 11:11'1 . Ow I1r4 1 IN'rlleh 411 wt)lel 4 • xIN'1 . 1 Inenta l
g1allhllen In \\114 . 1 11114 . 1 mater lath, hinds t , anll
nlanula( till 11lg woee41ules have hee11 varied hvs-
14 -Ill All ';I I1\ .
AA111 giallhor ha.. heen nianufaclulI-d IrIll ,
 collilliviclaI
IaN Illalell;l^h, III standard Ilrwllor • tlolls, tlhing c•ollifflon
"Ill) 111VIVIA  etlull!menl :Inn) .nanufacitiving I1r •weeshes. '1144'
Ia" 411:4(4'1I1Ih 111011 have 14'4 . 11 characterize(f In ll4'ta11,
(10111{11ete reeolds have been kept at ever) stage wl inaiiu-
I:wtm I . , and the I ropt'I • lu's of the finished grallhlte have
11('4'11 c.4a1111ned In (11-1101.
11. RAW MATE_1_UA1.S
AAQI graphite Nas product-d front a ra\v -nlater•ials
it) ix that c(,ntalnc4I h; parts Iry Height of (;reat Lakes
IOUs-S,
 graphite (lour, 15 parts hY weight wt '111ernlax
(-:Irhon lil;wk, and 27 harts by weight (If Varcum h1:,1 lur•-
if
^Z,
law
ffi
.r b
a
A.	 (;r1hlt4 • I'•ItIIII
(;radl . 10(11-S is a high- purity I out' Inal ' ufaetured h\
(;f'l'at Likes Catkin ('wr1w-alU1n. It Is produce(; fl-1,111 a
:,Iles 1;11 glapI1114' Illadl .
 fl w ril :1 rel;ltl \ell' IIw I1a( • Icular IN • tro-
Icilili cols.. 6411414-11 \\It1l
 c.1al-f:11 {'Itch, and is grmilld to a
LASL spec • Ific • atlwn w 11 Screen-I;v( • : 4.11A srr. The mater..
1al use(f t11 nlanclfacture AAQ1 graphite wa; Liken Irons a
I;I I Avr lot of 100h-S I lour Jill rchased hY LAS1. (;rwu{1 ('11113-13
;11141 identified h\ tilt-ill as "Ml." gr • allhite Motif • . It \%as re-
1/11•11(h-d ;11141 ul4'11lilleI b) (;r(ul{ 1 C hIF-13 as "1.44t (;-IT,
hour.
'Ilse characterihU h 41 thlh glailhlte (lour are hunitna-
rized in 'Vibie I. Tie I1hotmilicroglaphs of Flg. I c;ive an
iinpressiwn (11 tilt , ;hu 4 ,_, s and Internal htruc • tures of the
I1art.lcles conillosing it. 'Ilu'p represent--at different
nrig11lficatiunh--tuo areas on :I vertical section through :1
hedilnentatlon c411un1n of flour {iartieles peutilitted to settle
freer' in all eln/x)' Ivt;in. 'Ilse resin was causes{ U1 poly -
nwrize before settling \\as
 complete, "freezing" the flat--
dp	Ill
J^
44
r ^
a.
	 h.
Fig. 1. Vertical sections through column of U)t G-13 graphite flour settling in epoxy resin. Ilydrogen-ion etch;
bright-field illumination. (a) Near hottom of column. 100X. (b) Fines near top of column. 500X.
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TABLE F
SAMPLE DATA ON TOT G-13 3 yHAPIIITE FUJUR
Sovven Analys is 	 lt. h._^tcl._	 ^t^t. °'° Micromoyilo ra -li_	 m, IP MR-NI HCO.' l4'x^ttRfit^ Eu►ricac^a^:
+ 20 mesh 0.0'ial ° $.041 Mvasur€4l	 m^o'^
630	 a3^^ me:,h ^	 D. 1°,I
Xf3
° 2
 1. e,^0
f.
Calculated	 0. 114 rsi^Gt;
^^
-35	 *70 mesh 0.70,^, Fuzziness ratio	 _	 40.9
A	
^  -0.087
-70 4, 100 m esh 0	 4.2^,J^ x
-100 +1 ,10 mesh o	 11.4 66"„ d3 123.2 chemical Anq ly^^Ha
-1=10 *200 mesh 2E4. C s2 ,(3, 939. ^2 1120	 220 ppm
©200 mesh E3.0s d, d3 Ash	 220 ppm
d	 © 1.1924 Fe© ,11^n1
Mier 	 t1^t. v . s^	 ^ 5.249 p2 ^	 10 ppm
300	 0 1. ©',,, CVd Q 1.022 Si	 1061 pF^m
200
	
100 23.2^(,^ Ca	 80 ppm
100	 70 19. W7e" V	 10 ppm
70	 44 22.001
Orv_stalline Parameters:
-	 - ^	 10 ppm
44	 25 14.0 Le 551 P. Mg	 1 ppm
23 >	 10 W, 10.0`;p° 4002 3.360 R B	 1 ppm
10 >	 ") G. 1^', (All other common impurities below
>	 2	 0 2. C) itelium 17enRi _: 2.100 g/cm 3 detection limits of semiquantitative
2 0.4ir, spectroehemical analysis.)
15
titles in place in a vertical distribution of sizes and
shapes. Most of the particles have well-graphitized,
lamellar internal structures. The coarser ones tend to
have surface-connected internal porosity, which has been
entered by the epoxy resin. The finer particles are gen-
erally free of visible internal pores presumably because,
in grinding to this size range, fracture occurred prefer-
entially through such voids. The coarser particles, near
the bottom of the settling column, are not particularly
acicular in cross section. There is an evident tendency
to become so in the medium size range, and the fine par-
ticles are usually quite acid tar in section. A descriv.-
tion of this graphite flour as "nonacicular" simply means
that it is less acicular than many other graphite flours.
IIelium density and specific surface area of G-13 flour
are 'both relatively high, again suggesting that most of the
internal porosity of individual particles is surface-con-
nected. Its "fuzziness ratio"--which is the ratio of spe-
cific surface area measured by gas adsorption to that
calculated from Mieromerograph sample statistics assum-
ing all particles to be smooth-shelled spheres--is ex-
tremely high. Particle surfaces are evidently much less
smooth that, they appear to be in rig. 1, and a large incre-
ment of surface area not apparent in a photomicrograph is
probably accounted for by very narrow interlamellar sep-
arations extending Inward from particle surfaces.
Micromerograph size-analysis data agree reason-
ably well with the screen analysis. As seems usually to be
true of commercial come and graphite flours, these data
are only fairly well approxim ated by tic general log-
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I 4-1 111:11 (U114'11 4, ,1.	 ( IIIlh It+ pl"15:Ih1\ .I I„Ifit 1 "1•UII I , I thr
1,1K1.1 •,	 e14'c4'11,1K .41 rIf.1%.1go . st,"ll • tllt. 	 IN.11l:lhlr • I11 1 . 1'11.1 In
I,.II IIr1c 111/1
	
I c111gcs .11141 r.4 1114 • 1M'ru:I.II I I N ,.I lhI	 I;t n141n1^
,1, fl, n In 011 . I(.It nwild til l It?, i;, .wi;IIIN uscd I, , gl ind c•Ikrt.
:In41 i!l;I I'll IIv..)	 (It pol Ill ulal I file- 14,1 111 tile' -'anll l ll • sta-
t1	 1 ,	 dri I	 •41 It -,W ihrt.r tlata In the • I4-LillNf k III glI
\':11114 ^^	 I'\	 fill- r, r1114'Irlll II val 1:111 . -11	 t :1 il no':II	 1,;11__
,I	 '
I14 Ic dl nlctlt• I- u. It.	 Arc •4,I II In'; le	 Ihr I.c" I• I A, Witt -ill
Il i^ius', n14,dc1, lull. 1m11c'alcl, tlial the 1114144 Oh4,u141 l5:lrk it,
4, I.111N, IN	 IlIgh	 In :1 Ills nillig I1c1:1114,11.
It.	 1'.1115„11 Itl:r k
1114 • e • :I r IM in slack t  h4 .41 ;Ih 1laI I 441 Ill  !I Il l- l III 111:11111 -
I.,, 1'II1111; AA(1 1 t;l:Il lhlle' t4.at , " 1r;ul: e ► " 	Ili/ • f - max, :1 fill
narc black IU:,u,ltartm r41 t,\' ' I ' he • rnl,It4-nllr Cal - Itom I'll.
It v :4' . Iuu rh:l	 1.,I ,II I . 4- • t lv 11 . 4,1111114 . nl:uullal'tcll ,'1 , :11141	 a 
Il lrtntiI lrtI ht, I'Ai l•' I:i :Is "IA,I 'I'l l -3" cat IKin black.
A 	 I, IIIu , Ir:II (I I5t 1114 • clt'c'U'Irl IIIIrt'„ gI x141	 (1'11;.
IIIfII 11. 11 PicI Iltax Ila rt Ic II-S :Ire • 11114 ,Ith nhe • IIr41 an,I
marl)	 14-I I 1. II.	 111:1111 , I I lit  lit , huwc vii l , :I I,IM • aI :Ih
:Igg ► 	 , `A I( - I :11v • 11„1 hI ,ke n II	 Iw Inv Ii4 ;1ggII,III4•ra
ht In Irr III lulit( 14.41 tar Irl4.d 114' rt . .	 (ThcSf . Ina} • , In lac•t,
Idli'll r0-pit',cn1 1111cl I;r4,\k0l,• ,,1 pat 14, • 14.1., as is Ircyucttl-
I> I,uggo • t.t.'d by lI14 • II- hh:11if-s. I A4.4.o1 • d111Kly, twI Iticts cll
,I lit Ir:II nIY.c - :144:44\ SIR data were CO114 • c • tVfI, Inc 1'4 -1t1'4•he-11
Ini; 111411%I(IllaI spllcI Ica I paIticicn Inc ItidIfig th4,se cottlpe)s-
Fig. 2. 'Ihermax curixtn black, 1.)t TI`-3. 20, 000 X.
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TAIt11• 11
tiAMI'I.F: DATA I IN I'llVIIM:\X I'AI(Ite IN HI.A('K,
U I T TI I - :i
I'1_1ntalIIlit I _II anlctcl'l4:
I.	 17.4 {^
l'
it
	 a	 :1. •17 t,
1111'
A1111rphl,tis CarII45n	 -	 •1
I!fU1smrlal yd I.:Ivc1h	 Ia'X
IWhiff)l I)e • nnity: 1. MMII g/VIII
SIM'citle Surface:
Mrat,urcd	 M.4 nl ` , K
It ;IIcuL• Itcd	 7. 1:1 nl`ig
Fu/ /Inc.'s Itaii f )	 1. HIM
Sizol - Distribution Sta tistics:
Particles Agglomerates
d I). a'lM ,^ 0.:,):1M µ
tt, + ll.	 (I I . 1 0. 066 µ
n. 1 1 µ 0.'2.57 w1 41
1 i1 1.0441 1 . 150 6k
:1
bld 0.295 µ 0.:1'2:1 µ
N 17 1 It 41 ► :i
I 1.1'41
N/ N A 4. 23
Chcmicai Analysis
1I "o	 - 0.03`x,	 Si	 900 pp ►n
Ash	 0. 231,
	
Ca =	 :10 ppm
S	 = 0.04'1!	 Mg =	 15 ppm
F4.	 = 20 ppm	 It	 1 ppm
(All other common impu r ities be.-low detection
limits of sumiyuantitative spectrcochemical analysis.)
ing aggregates, and the othet• representing agglomerates
including isolated individual spheroids as well as clusters
of these. Both sets of data are plotted in Fig. 3 and sam-
ple stat i stics for bot}l are listed in Tablc 11. TF,e agglom-
erate count gave a poorly defined distribution curve,
4
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Fig. 3. Particle and agglomerate counts for Thermax carbon black, I.ot TP-3.
indicating that sample size (403 individuals) was not large
enough. The particle count (1710 particles) produced it
well-defined distribution curve.
Agreement between specific surfaces measured by
gas adsorption and calculated from optical-count sample
statistics is quite good, giving an unusually low fuzziness
ratio and indicating that in this case the assumption of
smooth-shelled spherical particles was reaso,,.0le. The
low fuzziness ratio also confirms the relatively low he-
lium-density value in indicating that most of the internal
porosity of the Thermax particles is not surface-connect-
ed.
The calculated diameter of monosize spheres which
would have specific surface area equal w that measured
by gas adsorption is 0.359 p, In good agreement w. i the
average particle diameter of 0.32H p determined from
the optical count. The fact that the calculated value is
slightly higher than the measured one wwild be expected
because the size distribution has nonzero variance and
is positively skewed.
Small samples of Lot TP-3 Thermax, contained in
graphite crucibles, have been heat-treated for 30 min at
2800T, and then examined. 7 ,,y electron microscopy and
x-ray diffraction. The external shapes of individual par-
ticles were observed in general to have changed from
spherical to polyhedral, usually with quite well-developed
facets. Their average crystallite size, L c , increased
markedly, from 17.4 A to 225 A, and their average in-
terplanar spacing, d002' decreased significantly, from
3.47 A to 3.378 A . The degree of graphitization which
7
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d
0
a•
thvhv ehangeh vvN ehent tip, oh unexpt'etec iv lit  ge foi as
t'att Ixtn hlac'k.
C. F'U1"hm% i Alvoh(d Itchin
Al V11111 S201 1h ac dark, lull nivi iv, latluad whin
nt.tlultactured la y thc • Varcun) Che ►nival Utyarrion of
licit-611d t'henlivas, i ►le., lay 101yinvrazation cif laarfulvl
r,)t'ohol. ItS deilhit y lb 1.2 g, 1111 and ith Vihcohity it 25"C*
1h aiplarnxiniutel^ -1150 t'11.
Ile molvculaar distribution of flat' Varc'um uhed trt
ma nulactury AAc11 1.;rnlCte wah determined it room
tvinpei a.tul-e uhulh as Waters AIM! 21MI gel 1wrtllcaatitoll
vhi tnluatogi aph viluipped with three vlutwn columns in
twl avi" btaxnnutn lxarc , diameters of the ix0yfityl-vnv
l% ith %%hich the volulnns Avr y packed Nyvrv, respee-
tuv el> . h x 103 ,, , 250 A, and 45 1 . Hvsin samples were
inievtvd • ih 'I.0'; by wel};ht solutions in tvtrahydroluran,
w ith iluection time of :10 see. flow matte of the tet ►;ahy-
droluran solvent was 1 tub min. Ile volumn system was
t'alfbrated w ith reslx'c t ,,a molecular weight by detc'rrnin-
ing thv v i u taon lxta.uw nh
 
f as he ►'aeh tal hungdvh of lralyt"M%-
,vne tend 1x,l y prttln lenv gh twim hay ing nay ni% nmukwulat -
w elght (Usti Ihutionh and of Iht , ful-NI- l aalcolhtl monomer,
dinw), and trlmel, Fig. -1 its the	 111odue-
vd, with &n (t't`lMP lvf ► aat'iltiv intfvx, ivlo(wnting
holute t4wentratum) plottvtl ogaunKt 31a;,rciximaty nwit-vu-
lar weight ut the solute.
htAinvi'valtoin W laarlaar y l akOwl IUIWuveM hvyetal
c'henafeal spet'it'h w ,Olin t'aat'll 111t11NPUlalr hill' rallke,
'lllerefory vach lxmit on the chromatogram i t'hi wwnth
1nbal detector 11'hW11he Uo all hlxwaeh t' ►nt' 9111µ at than
e)ulion wthIme, and individual hpec'ieh cannot in gtvivraal
be itle ►Itiflt'tl, 11omi'ver, lwaako ►'eprementing the niont)nivi
ditner, and trinlvr are rvh0J%Vd at mulevular weikhts oM
about 100, 2ti11, anti 300, rem1wetively. 'Ilse dastributaotl
shown in Fig. 'l 1h yvt'V h0nilaar to those of lM11-11wl allvnhtol
rvsins of similar visvosity prepared 111 CAMP-1t1 using
either nxalvic anhydride or phosphoric acid ah the 1xo1N'=
mvrizaation vat;alvst. lluwvww, the Vmvum whin ham a
chutinedy highe ►• content of monomer and shows a gi,cat-r
40	 1!e 	3e0	 1200	 4000	 10000
MOLECULAR WEIGHT (APPROXIMATE)
Fig. 4. GO permeation chromato gram of Varcum 8251 resin used to manufacture Lot AAQ1 graphite.
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r► ic gi ee tit vonk ers ►on ti ► the higher molecular -weight iw(c
► ttiets, 'f?1 ► s its aplKirentiv the result of a manufacturing
pQoci'st ► lit 	 viscosity of the portialiv polymerized
l e.--in Is reduct-d by additions of the moromet'.
(c ► ther lots o f Val cunt M25  InvvmtigattA have differed
laurel this one,pr urcipaiiy lit 	 inter inediate and high
111,114-rular -kk vlght regions,)
'lli ► s lot of Varcum resin has also been characterized
t ► % iliiterential thermal analysis, which iN not sensitive
to small changes in resin structure but is informative
concerning the overall chemical processes that may be
expected ti) occur during curing and baking of a graphite
made irorn it, Tlris wam done in a duPont Model 900
differential thermal analyzer operated with it dead-air
sampie environment and a G'I' sensitivity of 0.02 my
(().,')'C) In, Sample weight was 50 mg, the sample con-
i.istitig of 60 ; hk° kkeight of 125 it) 149 a gr aphite flour
and 40',' cautlI v zed resin, the latter including malele tin-
hydride curing vatat1yst in the proportion of V of the
%vvihht of resin. 'lire reference sample was 30 mg of the
,;ante graphite flour. The sample was weighed into it
, t-mm-dia sample tuft(- and U ► mpeel tt ► It depth of 5 mm
nith ,i steel rod. T r eating rate wam 30`C/min. from
,errilmtit r^:rtrp ►ir:► t ►^ r q, tip 5OW0. A small erQtrthe!r'm
occurred at 11., to 130"C, an endotherm at 130 to 145T,
ti large exotherm at Iii i ti ►
	 and a broad exotherm
around 390"C. The differential thermal analysis curve
kvas very similar to those of it 	 of CMF-13 expert-
mental resins prepared using maleic, anhydride its the
catalyst, many of which differed widely from the Varcum
resin in molecular distribution. The principal difference
was reduced intensity of the exotherm in the 180°C re-
gion in the ease of the more, viscous experimental resins,
in which the higher molecular-weight species predomin-
atoll.
I). Maleic Anhydride
In the manufacture of AAQ1 graphite, the polymeri-
zation catalyst used was maleic anhydride in the propor-
tion of 4 11f , of the weight of Varcum	 ^ri binder. This
catalyst was dissolved in acetomo ir► the proportion 7.56 g
maleic anhydride to 10 ml acetone, and the solution was
mechanically stirred Into the rehri lilt i"► min at ► t-111
temperature,
Use of acetime in thin wav Is not mtandaid tit 	 nu.n
ufaeture of resin -handed Krnphitem. ilokAev ► -r , , It a'SIsts
in distributing the entalvst throughout the resin, t ► , pro
duce more uniform pokymerization, and abio rvilut , +•s W,
comity of the binder, facilitating subsequent mixing; Sk ith
the filler. The acetone is b0leved to have been von^
plate y removed front 	 mix by evalx ► ratitin belot 1- (fie
mix was extruded.
III. GRA PHI TE MANUPAC'mi :
A. Mixing
The mix used for the manufacture of AAQ1 graphite
kvam prepared in six bate hem, each coniaininq 1 .100 R «t
filler material. The dry graphite flour and carlion blovk
kkere weighed individually, hand-stirred together brwliv,
then mixed for 1 5 mitt 	 nn H-qt Patterson-Kelly N ► n-
shell blender equipped with tin intensilier bar. 7? ► (- filler
mix was removed from the blonder, the catalyzed hinder
%as hand-kneaded into it for 10 min, and the " kset" mix
was returned U) the blender. Again timing the intensilior
bar, the mix was blended for 15 min, with interruptions
after 5 min and .10 min of blending to serape adhering
material from the interior of the blonder. After blend-
ing, the six batches were bottled individually and stored
overnight fit refrigerator. The next morning, after
the mix had warmed again to room temperature, the six
batches were combined into one large hatch. 'Ifiis was
blind-stirred, then passed five times through it llobart
meat grinder equipped with it chopping plate having;
0.125 -in. dia holes.
The chopped mix, at it temperature of 42"C, was
loaded into the materials chamber of a 40-ton Loomis
tiltable hydraulic extrusion press (operated in the hori-
zontal position), in batches large enough to make about
100 in. of 0. 5-in. -dia extruded rod. The chamber was
evacuated to a residual pressure of about 500 µ, which
was maintained for 1 min. Then the rain was advanced
to develop pressure of 3200 psi, which was maintained
for 1 min. Finally , pressure was increaser)
i►
Iof tibMtut ,t)OO phl affil the mix %ah extrcult +dl as 0, i - in.-clia
tool at 1`: , (1) 1 - t0 iii, min, Ilrcauht , Itl vooling'+hiit . (be
varIoo fiat	 oh ooscie extr tit Itd, thc lat e,' batcheh %k t o 	 ex^-
tititled at honie%hat bower	 hightii" prop+
m in's ' .11141 I'l%et rateh.
hoots prod uctKl it! 011h stage 'Acre crumbled, band-
stirred int~t one large batch, and chol ►lotai by tint' Lass
through the iileat t;riiicb'1. Enough tiuttertal o) fill the
Oia fill wr tot the prvsh watt` then choplx'dl again just before
it %o ith bided into the itrchs, antl %,ih extruded again under,
Ow tttndiltitjnr+ lilted aboiov. Whets the entire lot had been
ry - cxtrutit.d. tilt' Io(Ih %o cre again ci till ih It'd , hand-stirred
)not +tilt • hatch, and chopptKl again.
Suht cqutvit tt tNk in-shell blen;ling, then, the rWA
ul; ► terialh mixookah fcirthcr mixed 1)	 S ,oppitlE, it five
tinich, eXt" id ing it, chopping it t o k ice, extruding It ,,gain,
and chopping it once, Finally it wim Kc,parate(l Int)
batt'heh ;argc' entlugh to produce oat' exit--ion each, and
each batch was chopped once more juht before it wus
load(g I Into 014 , press fl,-' final extrusion.
li. E:xtruhion
During die lust chopping operation, mix temperature
W ith adjuhtcd ti 4"T. llu- mix	 dien loaded into	 the
niaterialh chamber of the extrusion press, which was
held at a0 'C ily electrical-resistance strip heaters. The
evacuation and pressure cycle used were those outlined
ufx ► vc' except that final extrusion pressure was carefully
maintained at 7600 psi. Extrusion conditions are sum-
marized in 'Cable III.
Each extrusion was about 0.501.-in. -dia and 100-in.
long. it was caught as it left the (lie in a split copper
tuba' hilwicated with flake graphite. The first 7 to 10 in.
of cac:h extrusion were cropped off, and the rest of the
extrusion was cut into 10-in. long rods which were num-
bered consecutively on thOW leading ends, Mate-ial
crapped from extrusions 1 through 14 was crumbled, hand-
Stirred together with material reclaimed from chopper
cleanups, etc. , chopped twice, and extruded under the
alx)ve conditions to produce extrusions 15, 10, and 17.
Vic extrusion system used was a materials chamber
2 in. dia and 15 in. long followed by a simple breaker-
plait, and tilt' which gave a IN to I extrusion ratio, 'Ihe
brt'uker-plate was a hardent•ci steel cyliruier 2.00)-in. tha
a ►xl 1.3; 11-in, long containing oix 0. 63-In.-tiia hoieh
equally slxiced an ,i 1, ;-in.-dia circle, Midi ends of each
hole were counterhunk sufficiently it) form sharp etiges
between holes. Conical protrusions on tho center line on
both sides of the breaker-plate increase, pressure on the
mix locally and maintained a snx ►oth material flo-A into
the die. Tlie dit' had a 60" Included-angle lead-iii tapering
from 1.7 5 to 0.500 in. dia. The land of the 0,500-in.-din
tilt' opening was 2. IfIN In. long anti was ground it) N µ in.
rms. 111)e die was heated only by conduction from the ma-
terials chamber and by flow of material through It. llow-
over, after the first few passes -- which were part of the
mixing process --die temperature of the die h ody and
,materials chamber were uniform.
('. Curia
The numbered 0.50-in.-dia, 10-in. long, green ex-
trudei- rods were laic, horizontally in grooves, graphite
blocks which were loaded into trays and covered with car-
bon Black. Each tra y was covered with aluminum full,
and all trays wil l'(, loaded together into a Modal V23-SD
Dc-spatch t lectrit, revirc ul_ati_ng air oven. In an air atmos-
phere, they were heated to NOT over a period of tl" hr
in the following cycle: heating from 20 to 45"C tit 3.13",r
hr; holding tit 45 11C for 10 Iii; heating from 45 to 90°C it
5°/hr; heating from 90 to 138T at 2"/hr; heating from
1.38 to 200 0C at 5.17"/hr; holding at 200"C for N hr; fur-
nace-cooling to room temperature.
D. Baking
The cured rode were wiped free of adhering carbon
bloc^.k and inserted horizontally into 0.025 - in.-dia holds
drilled in a 5.75-in.-dia commercial graphite rod 12 in.
long. This was loaded into a Model 290-71 Marshall
horizontal electric tube furnace. The furnace chamber
was evacuated to a residual pressure of 100 p or lass,
then heated to 900°C over a period of 41 hr ir the follow-
ing cycle: heating from 20 to 450°C at 19.55°/hr; heating
from 450 to 900°C at 23.08°/hr; holding at 900°C for 2 hr;
.
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TABLE III
FINAL EXTRUSION CONDITIONS FOUR GRAPIIITE AAQI
Ext. Holding Extrusion Pressure Green Rod Lead l.nd
Bateh Vaeuum Pressure Max. Min. Speed Temp. Rod Dia. Discard
No. i 1 si in. hnin OC No. in.
1 500 ;1200 7000 6400 147 G2 1 to 10 0.502 N
2 500 ;1200 7600 7000 147 42 11 to 18 0.501 1;;
3 500 3200 7(300 7000 156 41 19 to 26 0.501 9
I t 500 3200 7600 7000 156 42 27 to 33 0.501 16
5 500 3200 7600 7000 160 42 34 W 41 0.501 9
6 500 3200 7600 7000 164 42 42 W 50 0.501 9
7 550 3200 7600 7000 160 42 51 to 59 0.501 10
8 (1)"0 3200 7600 7000 150 42 60 bo 68 0.501 8
9 600 3200 7600 7000 153 42 69 to 77 0.501 10
10 6:i0 3200 7600 7000 156 42 78 (A) 86 0.501 11
1I (a) 650 3200 7600 7000 171 42 87 to 94 0.501 23
12 6150 3200 7600 6800 167 42 95 to 103 0.501 10
1:; 600 .3200 7600 6403 171 42 104 to 112 0.501 14
14. 1000 :3200 7600 --- 167 42 113 to 121 0.501 7
1 50 600 3200 7600 7300 133 40 122 to 129 0.501 11
1( 1) (t^ 600 320r, 7600 7600 100 38 130 to 138 0.501 8
17 0)) 600 3200 8900 8300 176 38 139 to 147 0.501 11.
(a) Ten inches of rod were extruded before pressure held; leading-end discard was increased to allow this material
to be discarded.
(b) Extrusion batches 15, 16, and 17 were made from leading-end discards and other material reclaimed from earlier
operations, which were combined, chopped twice, and extruded. They therefore differ slighth from earlier
extrusion batches.
r
furnace-cooling to nearly room temperature in about 24
hr.
Processing of all rods in Lot AAQ1 required five bak-
ing runs. So far as could be determined, baking condi-
tions were identical In all runs. Rods baked in each run
are identified in Table IV. Rod No. 1 was subsequently
damaged in handling, and was discarded.
E. Graphitizing
Baked rods were cut to a standard length of 9.'25 In.,
the maximum that could be contained in the resistively-
heated Model 550-C Brew furnace used for graphitizing.
They were loaded vertically into the furnace chamber,
which was evacuated and refilled with helium twice.
Then, maintaining a very slow flow of helium through the
furnace, the rods were heated at a nearly constant rate
to 2830°C over a period of 6 hr, and furnace -cooled to
nearly room temperature in about 3 hr. Rods numbered
2 through 77 were graphitized together In one run, Ind
rods 78 through 147 in a second run essentially identical
with the first.
11
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Fig. 5. l.,nl;iludmal section thrnul;h AAQ1 graphite
extrusion. Extrusion axis is vertical. Ilydroge'n-ion
etch; bright-field illumination; 100X.
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I1I v11 I11, !Ind vI;Iuk . ,.	 1141%%I-ve ► ', n 11'tt ,mall voul^, mill
cluster, III vends %%vIv <'nc • I untt'ved. 1'11;1111 .
 7 ,ht,N'h tht•
lonl{e,t ,11 I gvi , III 111111, Ish,erved. A tett e-face I•I;Ic'k,
tlere also Imilld, 4,11e of tthwh Is ,h4,t%n In 1•'11;. H.
'Ills rllo,t ,erloll, h {n• 111 detect 114ItI41 ttas that i!I11,
Ir:lted I I	 I•'I};.	 I.	 '1111, IN :I 	 of cmuit-c • ted c'rac'k,,
extending through the binder residue Iwttceen Idler par-
twit . .." :Ind located ;'1st ht low and ;ipproxinl;lleiy 11:I1-allt'I
to the c't Ilndllc ;tI ,urtm . t • t11 the extrusion.	 • lllese c'tael.,
are hi'lleved t„ halve formed as a result of an elastic
."prinl;ull; apart III filler {,;Irtieles tthen, as the extrusion
4•Inc • 11;c'd f11,I11 the die, the radial eonl{n essive stresses
d1'velc,{n'd I,v the (if(- Hall were r'elleved and the rod was
fwi-mittod t(, exp.mid. Alt}u,twh not common, orneks of
tills tYpe were found in sevvi-al i llthe AA(11 extrusion,.
B. Micr'oradic,gri ,hy
'shin lonl;iludiwiI mid If ansver • se slice's of AAQI
gr;t{,hite, cut irum Rml 22. were vacuum-inll,re natA'd
with sulfur and microradiogral,hed (I,y I.ASL Group
(AIX-1) at section thicknesses of ab>t,ut 0.005, 0,010,
and 0.020 in. because sulfur is more opaque tc) x-rays
Miff is carbmi, voids intruded by sulfur appe:.r as light
areas in the radiograph and as dark areas on prints made
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e{xixv resin which has etched in a distinctive eonchoida! Ir,rtti rr.. 'Ifie arrow indicates MIC such void.
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I'lg. H.	 t'	 n AAQi Wt	 liitv.	 Xenon-i-ii c'tel,	 ,IIIIIIX.	 • hht • cf'al'k has been 1111,•,1 ^%ith ell,xl resin, and
..xtends all	 t 11' , ., 111:111% .1, 1,	 1114. {ncture, at the cdil' of a 1:11ge {,artic • It , (I f griphIto , II„uI.	 A v„ut Bluster
appears below it.
.	 1lu[[1 It,
1'ly;ln'c' I11 i^- a pair et Ill ints ty{,leal of such imero-
1'a(' - t;taldts, enLiiged o{,ticall
.
% to, all,ut 5X. '11u• con-
centration of light areas neat the cylinder axis repic'sc lets
:1	 lal'gt' 1egloil of low' tl,rohlty y r'ulltld the Ct'n-
1, • r I, 1 the extru,lecl Secrtlon, cchlch ahsu lwd ver y little
_	 Solt lr .	 1111.1 Is hehe%'c'd to, he a aoci itt'd W191 merglnl;
in the ,tte of six se{,:irale strcanln of material vinet'gilI;
tr(mi Ow six hole.., In the breaker - plate. A taint herring-
Ir)ne pattern is vistl,le near the edl;es of the I„ngitudinal
section, representing in alignment of voids between flake-
_ like 1111er {,ai'tleles %Nhieh, In this region, tend to assunl•
orlelll:itlotts In %chleh the y are uu • bnec: at abmit 30 G, the
extrusion axis. A ten,tency toward a tangential arrange-
ment of these {,articles Is evident in the transverse sec-
tion.
Fi' 4, 9. • 1 • rinsverse section thrmigh AAQ1 graphite ex-
tiw^ion, showing e{l,x;'-filled, circumferential, inter•{,ar-
Uele B	 rrack. Irregul:l chick sll,ls are holes, believed till
he lN,bshing artliaets. Unetched: hi lost-field illunlina-
t ion: 1511}{.
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It^^d
,T	 vIt-,d End	 ;11	 tax	 ui
AAQ 1 -$ Leading	 I . 1 , :14
AAQ 1 -:3 Trailing	 I , , u I .	 f8
AAQ 1	 flu I 1 .:37
AA(1 1 - 11) F1.11 I Ing	 I . ; o I . 34
AAQI-9s L4-;t-11ng	 1. 1.:14
AA(11	 !Is 'I'r;trltnt;
	
i.	 ., 1.34
AA(11 - Iao I.c'atlirtg
	
I.	 t	 !t 1, 39
AA(11	 1:11) 1'1,11	 11
	
I.t	 l 1,:16
Average 1.	 ,; I.36
1	 1	 ,	 r
P
r
•
a *'	 s
tit
I^
rig. 10. 1:1rc r::;;t:t !:obrsph f s t. 1 1 ! trr-impre3rnated lon-
grtudlaal (it) and tr;utsverse (b) slices of AAQ1 graphite,
t .i. I :dn,ut 0.020-in. thick. Tungsten continuous Iadm-
t11 n at 15 kv; httdak high-Resolution Plate; subsequent
optical enlargement to about :, X.
C. X-Ray Diffraction
Average crystalioc • thickness, Lc , and average
,nter• planar spacing, d 00 , of AAQl graphite %%t • rc 405 A
amts 3.362 ^, , respecim-ly. I1,ese
 parameters represent
a well-graphitized In;ilor'ial ;clthough, because of dilution
of the graphite flour h% . the less \N4 . 11-graphitized carlAm
black and binder- re>•idue, I, is ;wfuall)" smaller and
C
d 11()"1, larger Ucan ft,r the t , rrgusal flour.
Preferred orrent;stions were analyzed lot , samples
taken Irom IW,th ends of each of fou r different rods. Ite-
sults are listed in • fable V, where e /Q	 is the Bacon
ox oz
anisotropy factc,r and ".1 Is the exl,a,nent ofthe slue func-
tion, I(
	
	 I sin nlfi, ^khrch hest describes the change
u
in concentration of basal planes %%ith angle relative h, the
extrusion axis. 'Ilic average Bacon lac(e)r and 111 value
represent a moderately high degree of preferred orienta-
tfon t.l the o rder normali ,i, • found to small-(bane•ter ex-
Ir tided graphite rod.
	 Vt • r y 	If itIc d- Ilt•renee in texture \%;es
obser'\'lvl within individual huts or from r od ti) rofl.
V. ('III:1111('AI. ('(rl<1POSI PION
ti, • ntttyu;uttltative spec • troehemle;cl analysis of samples
of AAQ 1 graphite (by LASL (;rtutp ('111{1-I) indicating Uu-
presence of Uie	 concentrations of e(1nrrri '' m tnt
pill Ities:
As f,	 3011 111)111
Fe	 :111 Ippin
tit
	 3(1 ppm
I1	 I I,pn,	 .
All other cornmon rnipm rLres were prc ,svnt in concentra-
tions below the detection limits of the anal y tical method
used,
• Ilse rat( tnmterials used to (nanufacture this graphite'
were quite Lure, and com3n,sition ehmiges during mixing,
forming, and heat-treating %kere small. No significant
conU(mination of the materi I occurred during processing,
and the general reduction ur impul • ity levels expected W
occur (,ut ► ng heat-treatment \%as realiml.
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TAJILE VI
POIt4>SITY l)lS'1lUBj T 'rlONS OF AAQ1 GRAPHITE':
Poros)ty
Accvhsible
'C( , lrcl Pm	 sity U) 2600 phi lip - 2
^auil,l(	N ,,s
-^ 3 ^X3 i'X3
AAA 1 -u Ili. 0 3.2 -0.75 0.6113 0, 96
1A4	 1	 1 Ei l i, H 2.9
-01 H(; 0.57 O. HS
11t^1	 ,'`^ 1:i,H 3.0 -0.75 0.57 0.31
AA(11	 ,'^; 1.,.	 ^i 3, 2 -0.77 0. 66 1.25
AAQ1 J i 1R, U .1. 2 -0. H2 0. 46 0.41
AAQ1 , ,., 1:).0 3.1 -0.82 0.56 0.70
^aAq 1 =1;t) 1.), 3.0 -0. H3 0.57 0.77
AA(^ 1	 ;';' 11;,;: 3, (i -0,78 0.02 0. 8:3
AA(i 1 , k 1 H 1;,.:1 3. 1 -- -- --
.%AQ1	 11.E 16.1 3.7 -0.(3 0.54 0. 1.1
A.xq 1 I.),	 i1 3.4 -0.73 0.66 1.01
1.%I^l	 la:; 1.;..) 3.0 -0.74 0.311 0. HO
1vcI :u;) 1.).11 3, 1
-0.77 0.57 0. 64
rp 0, 2 0.2 0. OH 0.08 0. 3
r
h'1. Ylt411)l;RTIES
Bulk (1vw It
.
\ it , , a('h rod of AAQ1 graphite wa." deter-
lunwil individually by weighing and nreahuring it. Weigh-
i11 1; ti p the n('arest u. 001	 wa;, un an analytical balance.
Lcli; h 11Wilhtlr'crui I'll ts to ill(' nrar(-;A 0.001 in. were
inadr in a jig equipped with a dial micrometer, and di-
run( , t('rr \\, , r( , illea ,,urvd siinilarly, U) the nearest
11, oaO, I in. bleasurenients of 10 rods fly each of three
i ldividual,s gave a range of weight measurements of
o, 001 i , of length measurements of 0.000, i 1n. , and of
)li.uncterr, moa.,urements of 0.001, 1 in. A propagation-
„f-error anal .-,is indicated that the uncertainty of bulk-
dc , n:^it y det('iininations due to limitations; of nicasure-
nlont avc+uracl' was k's5 than 0.008 g/cm 3
Ilw hulk densities of individual rods are listed in
Appendix A, together with their electrical.resistivities
;1nd Youngs mo(luli. Average density was 1.901 g/cm3
ith extreme values of 1.894 and 1.909 g/cm 3w 	 and stand-
ard deviation of 0.002, 8 g/cm' 3 . Comparison of the
standard deviation \,\, fill the calculated uncertainty of
measurements suggests that the scatter of measured den-
sily values resulted principally from the measuring sys-
tem used. Bulk density of the gr^iphitc was essentially
constant throughout the lot, and was unusually high for
an unimpregnated graphite.
11. Po roasitV
Mercury-porosimetry measurements were made, on
12 specimens of AAQ1 graphite selected to represent
lx)th the most-dense and the least-dense rods in the lot.
Data were treated using the finite-interval statistical
model, with the results listed in Table VI. Average total
porosity, from density measurements, was 	 of the
specimen volume. Average porosity acee(;sible to mer-
cury at 2600 psi, the highest pressure used, was 3. 1'',
of the specimen volume, or only about 20'7, of the total
porosity. While mercury-porosimetry data must be in-
terpreted with caution, the traditional analysis of data ►
collected on AAQ1 graphite indicates a maximum pore
diameter of about 35p and a median pore diameter of
4
,
if;
r;)ix,ut 0.4µ.
C. I 1 ► stir Properties
Longitudinal Young's modulus of each rod of AAQ1
graphite was determined individually at room temperature
bv a thin-rod resonance technique, and is listed in Appen-
dix A. Average dynamic Young's modulus for the entire
lot was 1.308 x 10 6 psi, with extreme values of 2.225 x
1.0 6
 and 1.364 x 10 6 psi and standard deviation of 0.0197 x
10 6
 psi. A propagation-of-error analysis indicated that
by the method used this modulus could be measured with
an uncertainty of about 0.83`,;, or approximately :0. 02 x
10  psi. Most measured values fell within this limit,
which is very nearly the standard deviation of the measure-
TABLE VII
TEMPERATURE DLI-ENDENCE OF LONGITUDINAL
YOUNG'S MODULUS OF AAQ1 GRAPHITE, ROD 86
Tem perature,
	
E,
___C - ,	 10^ i
"5	 2.330
200 2.330
300 2.350
400 2.365
500 2.385
600 2.410
700 2.435
800 2.465
900 2.495
1000 2.54
1200 2.65
1400 2.78
1600 2.93
1800 3.04
2000 3.15
2200 3.23
2300 3.28
2350 3.29
2400 3.29
2450 3.27
ments. Again, tin extremely uniform graphite It, indica-
ted.
A series of measurements of dynamic You„h's mode
ulus as a function of temperature was made on one longi-
tudinal specimen from Rod H6. A thin-rod resonance
technique was used, and a high temperature of 2474;`C
was reached with an acceptable signal reacting. Results
are listed in Table VII and plotted in Fig. 11, fh'nanssr
Young's modulus increased with temperature to a maxi-
mum value near 2350"C, with no apparent minimum be-
tween room temperature and this maximum. The speci-
men tested ;;hawed little change in modulus with repeated
heating and cooling, and no hysteresis upon sudden cool-
ing from about 900 to 450'C.
Static Young's modulus was determined during initial
loading of previously unstrained longitudinal specimens
In the tensile tests described below, both at room temper-
ature and as a function of temperature between ambient
and 2750°C. As is discussed in a later section in connec-
tion with the tensile testing procedure, these data . "' not
considered to be of high quality --although part of the
broad scatter shown in Fig. 11 is believed to be real
and characteristic of the first loading of small samples
o; a porous solid. The dashed line has simpl y been
sketched through the scatter to suggest the probable
trend of the data.
At low and moderately elevated temperatures, these
results indicate an initial static modulus which is only
about one-half to two-thirds of the dynamic modulus.
(In a few tests involving load cycling or repeated loading,
the static value appeared to increase toward the dynamic
one as the specimen was repeatedly strained.) Above
about 1500°C the quality of the static measurements im-
proved, data scatter diminished, and initial ., .atic modu-
lus decreased--while dynam.a modulus continued to in-
crease to about 2300°C. (In a few tests in this tempera-
ture region,static modulus appeared not to be changed
significantly by limited amounts of prestrain.) These
results suggest the possible existence at higl ► tempera-
tures of a "relaxed" modulus which is very much lower
than the "unrelaxed" one measured dynamically, and
which decreases quite rapidly as temperature increases
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Fig. 11. Longitudinal Young's modulus of AAQ1 graphite.
above about 1500°C.
In an attempt to resolve the differences between stat-
ic and dynamic values of Young's modulus, both types of
measurements were made at room temperature on speci-
mens 0.25-in. dia, 10-in. long, machined from Rods 15,
35 and ;19. Static measurements were made in a low-
level stress-strain apparatus In which slowly applied
dead-we 4, t loading is used to develop tensile stresses
up to alx.LLL, 22 psi, and strain is measured with an unbond-
ed strain sage. Dynamic measurements were made by a
thin-rod resonance technique. Densities of the three
specimens were 1.907, 1.915,and 1.907 g/cm'3 , in agree-
ment with the microradiographic observation of a rela-
tively dense region along the extrusion axis. Dynamic
Young's moduli were 2.375 x 106 , 2.386 x 19 6, and 2. 375
X 106 psi, respectively, correlating well with densities.
In spite of precise Instrumentation, careful measurements,
and use of a very low stress range, static modulus values
scattered broadly and erratically from specimen to speci-
men and during successive cycles of loading and unloading
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014 1 home hgx V1111 n. The moht prObable statIV madull for
tit( , 011ee hpVC1111411h were Judged tt) be 2.1'2 x 10 {l , 2. 01 x
Ill 1 „Intl 12, 12 . i x 10 1; list, re;-pvvtlVvIN'. I,oad Vh extentilon
i-v( .((rdh vere genel'allV curved (convex upward) during the
Mehl evvie or two of loading, incoming essentially linear
-it 	 A	 agate (C5 1 ►sirnaln) usu-
calls °- but not always -- gave lo%%(il' find It'hh Consistent
nu ► du i us values than did a higher rate (9,0 psiirnin).
Modulus measured during loading was usually -- but not
always -- lower Ulan that measured during subsequent un-
loading. The static moduli determined were signtficantly
1('hh than the d1'namie moduli of the name spec imens, but
much higher that) those measured in regular tenhale
testh and i ► lotted in Fig. '1.1. 'I11ese differences reelect
the delicivnefes of the silrain -meahuring system used for
the tensile tests, and also suggest either Ulm the stress-
strain Curve for AAQ1 graphite is strongly curved tit un-
resolvall ,v low stresses or that, avert tit room telllpera-
tune, a tine-dependent relaxatio n occurs W reduce the
apparent modulus in a "static” test.
A Cylinder 0.250,2-in. dia was cored from Rod 913,
leaving Intact a shell of material 0.081, 8-in. thick which
included the extrusion skin. Density of the Core was
1.90", (g/om' 3
 and its longitudinal dynamic- Young's modu-
Ws waas 2.35 x 10 6
 psi, in reasonable agreement with the
results noted aix)ve. Density and dynamic modulus of the
shell were 1. 889 g/cm `3
 and 2.29 x 10 E3 psi, respectively.
Because of the small diameter of the graphite rods,
Young's modulus normal to the extrusion axis could not
be measured. however, room-temperature measure-
ments were made at 3 MIN of longitudinal pulse-trans-
mission velocities both parallel and normal to the extru-
sion axis. One sample from Rod 86 was used. In the
axial ( l ireetion pulse velocity was 1. 182 x 10 5 In. /see
and In the transverse; direction it was 0.872 x 10'', giving
a velocity ratio of 1.36. This ratio, when squared, indt-
cotes that the corresponding bulk-modulus ratio was 1.84
which, to a good approximation, should represent the
anisotropy of AAQ1. graphite with regard to Young's mod-
ulus.
2. Shear Moduluh
~hear modulus, Itorinal U) th e extr'uhlon (Illct tl(•n %ka*
dett . ritllned on one h1wetmen by an eddi -cu  ► ent technniu(.
involving flu e use of elohely fitting; alumina(m sive( es mt
each veld of the hpeclanell. `Mv (1vtlarnic hheal ruo(lu1n1,
naeahured was 0.74M x 101i phi. Ah thheuss(-d below,
pulse-velocity nleahurvillen t h also Indicated a r+IgiliIieant
degree of anihotrOIN with regard W hheau tnu(l(IlkV,,
1I. Pulse-Transmihhlon Vek ► eitles
in this type of material, the difference bet%^een thin -
rod and bulk pulse-transmihslon velocities (k . pends on d(»
gree of anisotropy and Poisson's ratio. Fol :an Ihot) olnc
material, theory predicts, a ratio of bulk velocity to t1,111-
rod velocity of unity when Poisson's ratio is, /ero, u! I,ol.
when Poisson's ratio is 0. 1, of 1.05 when Poisson's rata•
ih 0.2, and of 1. 10 when Poisson's patio is U.;3, For ((nc
AAQ1 graphite specimen,the thin-rod vc)ocit\ \N,( 1, IA I x
10'' in./sec (giving 1; -: 2.;3,3 x 10 1' psi in the axial direc-
tion) and the bulk velocity in the same direction %%acs
1.182 x 10' in./sec. 'l'ie small ratio between the Wo,
1.033, may be evidence that Poisson's ratio of this graph--
Ite Is ver y small.
Measurements of` shear pulm — transinission velocities,
at 3 MIN were also made at room temperature oil the
flame sample. 'I`nrce measurements made with the pro-
pagation direction parallel it) ill( , extrusion direction but
with different polarization directions gave the same pulse
velocity, (6.21 4. 0.03) x 10 4 in./see, indicating that the
extrusion axis was an axis of symmetry with regard to
elastic behavior. Measurements of velocity ocruendicular
to the extrusion axis gave values of 6.47 x 10 4
 In. / sec
when the polarization direction was parallel to the extru-
sion axis and of 5.46 x 104
 In./see when it was perpendic-
ular to that axis. The lower of these transverse shear
velocities is about 121► less than the average axial shear
velocity (6.21 x 104 in. see), suggesting a significant de-
gree of anisotropy with regard to shear modulus. The
average axial velocity should have been identical with the
torsional thin-rod value, 6.48 x 104 1n. /see. The 41;f,
difference, however, is within the expected combined
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r► 1114'1'1l.tlilt4 11 1 Ilie tw(, tnethmih.
I ) .
	 I'(-II •114- I)14114-I-II(-h
ittl	 I,( -II ji°rutull '1'ehIs
Sit gimillw (,l longitudinal hIN-cimenh of AM41 graph-
It(' 11;(N 1 Ix-1 . 11 tc;' ted In t4' ►thlun ak l'ooln tt-Inperature. 111th
tht . r4 , hultl. llhied Ill `1';Ihle Vlll. SIK-t-11111n numbs-t h are
till- 1111111hol t, (1t Ow 11)(1h from N1101 Indltildual test barh
nI^I I , uta(hI ► u d, 111 It 	 it	 ^tte1` A, 11, (ti • t ' III(II ItIitg, 1'4 ,
-ni1,•otnt • I1, the 4 . 11(1 ((f III(' I II(] ( .xtruded li ght, ith ventral
rt°t, ►ml, ;ul(i its tlailing vied. '111e "stlrlulard' test bur ilhed
hml it )^,. 1 ►;( r, 4 • otioll 1,00 1n, long, t,11K I I-Ing in diameter (nw
al mill 1 11, 003 Ill. II'Mll its ends fit a 1111111111tinr 0.2:10 - in. dtit
;it it: , e(-111er. 'file I,age sevii( >n terminated tit 0.041°111.
1;ttli ► 1+'a1hn1; t4« ()„i•l I ^tn, L (11,t 1 uti e,ertlonh, providing It
r4111al4 hhoulder agtunht which tracking markers could W
•^( ;IMI fill' optical So '1111 Ill eahur4 month.
The Ill ht group of eight specimmnh listed in 'fable
k'Tli m w, t( • t,ted ill all u a 'm Mom usually used for eleva-
t(^(1 	 tchtinji. ;(t a constant rutt y of crohhlivad
mot i(1n nl ( ► , 005 in. - 111111. Removable tracking targets
k% el I ;attached tr 1 both sptivinlen hhoulders, and were oh=
1	 i;	 1 s t ,(,n t {,I,f r^.(1 t •:It ( m, systti m.	 '11iis ma yio I l ;11	 1	 t	 ,..i .	 1_	 h
h;lcc • pj mIuced a I'mall ahymmvtvy in loading. llowever,
Ow a y vrag(- ultimate strength doternllned, 300 ,1 phi, was
relativt • 11 high for a well graphitized material, and tit(,
ht.ulcltirtl deviation 
of 
the nlcasurrmcnit was otll,v 4 ti`s of
the av('rago, Percent pet imment elongation, fi ,onl meas-
u1 • etmnl of reahhembled broken test bars, iveraged
0,.11';, which is normal for I lIolvcrystalline graphite.
till°e^ -sUuin cur y cs, from optical-tracking data, are
i)lottc(t to Appendix C. Strain data colleeled during the
early stages of loading were in general of poor quality,
principall y because of erratic, small changes in specimen
ix,sition as it aligned itself with the tension axis. Static
Young's modulus values derived graphicidly from the
strehs-strain curves were corresixrndingly uncertain.
ilowever, ns v Auld be expected in initial loading of pre-
viously unstrained graphite, they indicated a relatively
br'(,ad variation in initial Young's modulus from specimen
to specimen, and an initial static modulus which was only
a6lut om, hall tit two tlll ydh tit the d y nalmv moduluh I(.
IN,rtvil aixlve. All hti t,--~htraln vus, Yet- were 1+111{htl% 1'il11
1ex ulmardh, and six 411 tit+'in gioulx od well, The 4 ► 0let
two, for )ipeelmen`° 20A and Wilt, were hteeper, htlg9t • ht-
1ng thilt three hptVllnenh might have Iv-on piehtlalncd
aceidenttilh it mom,- 1xmit to their vat Iler lilt to )r\.
A hee(1r1, ,;rtlup of three slKwIntenh wah tehWd tender
the milnt . col( (^ru1l(', but 4 another operates In t1 diffelvotit
testing; machill( . , 11hing a difterent h pe of ImIding fixturem
t111d A1010Ut tr1e0111A markerh, tine relatlw1v lull
htr'ellgth valut' wah measured, but tilt' 11ve111 14e ultlnlate
strength WIWI phi) was not sig ►lll ► e,tntly ditterellt lrolll
that of the first group,
'MV third "group" Ntih a hi11914' hlihhi`/•t' hllV(' 11"C",
N(1. 68C, nim-hin4'd tc1 0.200 -111. gags' ditinic'ter but 00101'-
\% 	 Identical with file htandarcl specltrlens of the t ► rst
two groups. It was tested in the rlevtited-tenlper11t11re
unit, without tracking markers, to verifv that the use ut.
huhhim , specimens In some of the high-temperature tests
discussed below find no large effect on the strcng6l mors-
urenlent. Its ultimate strength wah slightly above the
average for larger -diameter spocirl ems, ns alight b('
expected from the density gradient observed in the ex-
truded rod, but was within the scatter of those od-jvi-
measurements. Its permanent c ongation was very it >N
but, is seen in Appendix 11, this was not charm-terlhtic
of subsize specintellh.
1111e three specimens comixming the fourth group of
,nime Vill were standard specimens tested in the low-tem-
perature unit, without tracking markers, at ,I rate of
crosshead motion four times that usua ► ly used. No signifi-
cant change in ultimate strength was observed from this
relatively small increase in strain rate.
The fifth specimen group consisted Off four specimens
tested at their full as-extruded cross sections Icy use of
metal grips celmentied u1 the ends of umnachined rod sec-
tions. Vests were madi, in the low-temperature machine
without trucking markers at 0.020 in./min crosshead rea-
tion. Data scatter was relatively broad, and it is not clear
that the full cross-section reed differed in strength from
the reduced section tested in the case of nuichined speci-
mens. If there was a difference,however,it was tI small in-
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IIillt'tl
I'Itunati , N t,tw1,'^,
rt . ht	 TVIIHIC StIVII;tl ► (a	 IIU	 }1}, ^Itt^^(lin'
Ittlen	 I'l^tt ` 1`JK'	 tti `I'Vht AtlmthAety phI 111	 j,r.,
I,'.1 +LIIU1.i1t1,	 (1,;'	 t(I	 1 ► 1,	 till I'vilhitul ► , 0,001	 In.	 111111, Ali' o. I'I
rt,>, Standard,	 0. 21 .)o	 Ill, 1 11a I'vilh ► tt ►t, 0. n(Y)	 111.	 null, Ali- 3011:1 4). 09 1.'+k
Stalltla1(1,	 0" , )0	 1n,	 tlla 'I I'll hIo11, 0,00)	 lit,	 111111, Ali w11Hi1 0.1^I I,n!t
1,	 It Standard,	 0. 2 t0	 lit,	 (11.1 'I'vilhlon, 0,00) - 111.	 nlln, Al i' 'i I la 0,
Stond.iTtl,	 0.''.1 50 . 111.	 (ila 'I'enhlUn, 0.(10) -Ill.	 mi ► 1, Ali ( ► .I-t i.:if!
HN„^ St.110.1rd,	 0. 200 °in.	 111;1 'I't'iltslull, 0,00'1	 Ill.	 111111, Ali- 0. 13 1 .	 I r
Iolj; % Standard,
	 0.2)( 1 	In.	 111;1 `	 ollhiml, 0,M)” 1-111.	 min. Ali' 2HW1 0. 12 1. P,
I: IA Sta ►ldird,	 (1.21 .1(1	 Ill,	 (11.1 Toll?,Ioli, 0, 005-In., nun, All° 2h72 0.I.: 1.;Ik
Alt a l;f};r Standard,	 0.'")O ­ Ih. 111;1 renhimi, 0, 00:1 °lit, - min. Ali- 3004 11,	 1'l I.;;i
r7 Standard,	 0,230	 Ill. dia 'I'el ► himl, 0. OW) = Ill„111111, Air 1,17 01 WI Il,;ak
I(L>, Standard,	 0, 2.10	 ill, dia Toli h l i m, 0, 00:,^ Iii,	 111ill. At 2971
1111 Standard.	 f l, '1.1(1°In.	 (lift ` olislon, (; .00'1- Iit., m111, till' 211h(9
1 u(' Stand;I ► d,	 0.2.-1W^Ill. dia `	 olisloll, 0.00”) -in„ Mill, Air 3044
k%1 , 1al;r Standard,	 0,.::50	 in. dia `1viviitm, 0.0W)-In.	 min. Ai 1, 2903 -
(T stan(iar(i,	 ( ► .t,,,)o	 In.	 (iia ` onsion, 0.00.5-in., mill, Ali' 1hH
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64A Full cross - heetion rod Tension, 0.02(1-311./min. Ali,- 3368 ---
► hiI3 Full cross-section rod Tension, 0. 020-in. /niin. Air 300 --- ---
Average Mull crass-section rod Tension, 0.020-In./min. Air 3288 --- ---
Q Full cross-section rod 'Pension, 0.020-in.,a'inin. Air 208 -_ °-
1213 Standard, 0.250-in. dia 'Pension, 0.005-in./min. lie, 3 psIg 301 5 0.01) 1. 1,#
52(, Standard, 0.250-in. dia Tension, 0.005-In./m'in. Ile,	 3 ps18 2830 0.10 1.00
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1 -I t .I' =t 	 rAl t'll yjl'= I I.,m I I lt'nllull . M t th 1"%t 1.„ ,It'll
%% III, -)I Ix+ t I ' lit 1.11 % It, \%haI %%t mill lit' r+cl,t I It-41 II , t'1 till' tit it
hill tt ►nt IIJ„ ttUltl`+ VI.Idl$ III '• tiv, ,^  'I flit if .Irk,%r.
- Ix,I gInttIl 141 z­ I,( t I lilt ^Ilh to luIf III I'ah)r Vill wail
Ws tit fl it ' fl ► gf, I4 -1111it 1 1.1tIII I I (Intl 111 .I M tit IIt lit-1111111 .11
111m )ht'I v at It pr.li;. %% lilt h N.Ih 11101101lirt+t .IltrL tilt' hlx•i°l
nirll :111.1 till li.l"V I I- ±1 x• 114 . 1 liatl 1#1' ill dvgil^- ' f d l,% e%.it'u
atllig i ll ;i I1'^,Idual i l l,	 ' , IILt	 I t t	 11;,11 ► Ill	 I No I.
	 I 'l it; 'k
Inn t'tlgvt2. and lltr I. lit it.II r.I 
	
till Inr.lt.u11ill-, .,%h(t' ► Il \% tit t'
Ill,t'il, and ,411 t.lI aill VIll %t'h ;11 t' I ' ll Ittrd Ill Alipcild1\ t',
' 111c)c Na`, (ill h1l;nIIit.tilt II1If1"11'1,1'1' Ia INI't it flit ,»v ItY,1111ti
and Umst' ill ti'btt, 111;1 . 1(' ill all _ .Ili +I ap;l t',^lill'llt mil, ) rt,ltll.,
lfttnl udiarcnt r.ltt'ctmcir (1. 1 A, .)till, h1C) fl-hAvd ill dill %%;t'
vxtlt'111t'1V r , unl.
	 Mi . r,tl	 ,,it till ('11) %W" 1111)( befit
i',)uulw(I v%till wlill tilt' lr^­ :, F.tvcl l till %r', ti l l tt'ht, , m:tllt' 111
alit ► %%tit l' 1111riiiltt°t'11 ill y t '' • ► r,ItAl lit Ill Illlttal t.h•lw.
Alw,1 `,ju't'lilltal	 Jill led h\ briftit' ilartul y ► loo mil' of
tilt' rildli tr ► Intllatltli', 1111 11 ^,,ll;r r.t • t'flow”. t.11gi',t'Milli; r•o111r
drgl't't' tit nuteh°h('nhlt ► %11\ • •1 •1I lllth;till;11111('nt li t tilt' t.114'r
Illien laild teil"I"ll ;(`I•",. 	 I"r;Irtilic mil1;lrrt, wilt 1111rh
i.;rallular in applioIanvv .111 . 1 ill I:rnt ial %%I II- (Jill Iv hilt and
;lj)jl1'I1kttll;itrl\ nMA11.11 Ili the trll,' ' I1111 4V1.44	 Allcrc.hr -lilt -
rvnuiu;lt ill n:" ni heI'ti-Im, through 11aviur( , I , ) tilt -, iv %eal
c(1 dial 11 iu'turc Ual}lt. w('r t 1);11 t I v ill I tI uhh I)Im1vr ]-I'hItiuc.
Ilill tiv ill I('11gli IIlIvr partivIeh, and part ]v ithm"', lntt'llact's
h(m re ► i t1w tv%o) E at, Ih dl"w1v.hvd ill till' next hvctloll.
:\101ough varitltionh In tchting e(lilipownt, htrain rate,
t,jtrt'illlvn diameter, and allibivilt aUut)hphere aplx'tll , to
havv Increased the rangeh (if tilt' t(')Ihll(' properties meas-
ured, there is no e%fdent reahon t;) exclude any of file val-
ueh listed in 'liable Vlll f rom caleuhttion of Ole room-tenir
perature propertieh of AAQl graphite. Including them all,
th( , average ultimate tensile strength v%ah 3052 list with a
htandard (feviation (it 201 phl; average permanent elotlgaA
tion in I -in. was 0. 1,3', with It suindard deviation of 0.0313'„
and average initial htatie Young'h moduluh was 1,.31 x
I0 1i list with ht,uldard deviation of 0.'26 x 10 () I)hi.
2. i ievated ,reniverature 'rests
Tensile tests were made in helium (01 longitudinal
specimens of AAQJ graphite over the telnperaturt, range
ambient to 2750"C, with the results plotted in Fig. 12 and
lahulitlril Ili Al,l14vndlx I1.	 4+p1'I Ilnt'nh v%t'I r ,ft' l;.i?,Ncd 11%
9-%.u°tlattilh Oil tu111art' t'h.uuht'I 111 a xrhitival p ► rrhutr
jr,o ,
 thall to	 i it °I I :(till c(.11t ► till Ing it, 1'\arti:111' it %%l,ll( flit'
t,lx't'llllull N;ti, h;Itt,t lit flit' desired tt°h1111t; ti'11ipt'latl(li'
Mill lit'ld flit
	
I Ill .
	
(1tt h ► du.d i,I rhhul`t' ill, ti-1111 'I atul r
)Ailh IlhuitllV it'hr. thall.; -4k 111 
11 
till '1 after thlh mag;thhing
Ill'rlt,tl, ) 'flit' ( h;1vibi'l a ah Olvil 1131141 w itl'I }II'lutnl to a
pl vhhurl • :1 phl i11N)%l' Mil I1hj,111'I It', ft'tilj)e1 afult', pit'hhui t',
ullti 1111lit.i1 tlat'ki th \%l'i't' ;Illluhtell tivi' 1  I pel lial (if alxlut
10 ill 1.) 1111h. and 1111' tvnh'l j v tcht vFill, made at ;1 vim"'tant
late ill vl(lhhlu'atl 111 , 010 ► ! of (1.3141:1 III_ mill. }lowrV'el', ltl ►
tr),th Iiludt' at 0 . 111i1rratul`rh aboN t' 2000 C, 1111:•1 \;tt'tlutlt
Ill-gashing \%al, It °r 1111 at 2000 C. :itt1'r NIIIvIl the Ill; nari'
v,,ah fillet) \% till 1whilnl lit ;1 prig Ix'l(Irc till' hlx'r ► mell war,
liratrd to ih(' Whim); tt'luficlittille.
1\11 Nil will;th (Ill.) front thehr W-Ah 11mv It1't'n i,lottt'd
In Fig. 12, tl g(. tlti'l' v%Its n11tvIlvd^ b;11' tenth dii' vil	 od ill
tilt' next heetion, Apparonth, bet amw of a rn,lt Ill natloll of
n t. t0h'hl'll1lt1v1t1 , .i vel V" rapid ► ncre;the rn htrellg( ll \\ till
tt'1I11)( . 1 atu.l I , , and ;I high it)Iiperatilre gradient In till' hpi'v-
fnu'it end;., 111oht httuldard hpecilnenh tch ted in the ► ntvi
val '.1700 tt) 2t12.;`t' f> ilo prowaturch . through tilt , thread-
till , pl cilne'i rutih. '111erelove, ah it, Indicated In Oa'
fil-,ulo, hevcral huln im- hpcc Lill enh were trhit'd tit 2000
to 2400 C.
A 0.2', Nl('lu str, 111901 dlht(net I1'0111 tilt' tiltilll ►lit'
strength N:l l, Ilrst detected at 22-i0"(1, At this and higlivr
telnperaturch, ylvid stL'eng0 l has theiviore been ph)tted
mvIm atvI\ , . however, in plotting, yield strength has hecn
ollset upward in tx'mperature by 50" to mold confusion
with lloillth reprel4enting ultimate streligIli.
llctween room temperature and 174"C, ultimate ten-
hill' titreng0i inevotised almost linearly will. temperature
from illotit ;1000 phi at room temperature to almit 4250
psi it 174'-. Betw(wn 1750 and 2325°0, the strength In-
crease was much more rapid. A relatively sharp strength
maximum occurred at almut 2325 0 , tit a skrength Icvel of
ulx)ut 11050 phi, or approximately 2.7 times tilt , room-
temperature value. At higher tenilxo ratures,strength de-
creased rapidly as temperature increases] but wt's still
alml; 9050 phi at 27500C.
'field strength at 0. 2",, offset decreased witli inc!r y;ls-
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Fig. 12. Longitudinal tensile properties of AAQ1 graphite tested in heli^:.m.
ing temperature from the temperature at which it could
first be measured, 2250°C, to the highest testing tempera-
ture used, 2750°C. The rate at which it decreased was
approximately equal to the rate of decrease of ultimate
strength with temperature above 2325°C.
As measured at room temperature on reassembled
tested specimens, percent elongation of the 1-in. -long
gage section was about 0.1% at all temperatures below
2250°C. At higher temperatures it increased slowly with
v.t",.;perature, but was still only about 1.0% at 2750°C,
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Fig. 14. Cleaved lamellar filler particle. Krypton-ion etch; 7000X. Reticulated central area is epoxy impregnant
sep:+eating fracture	 Light areas result from heavy-metal shadowin g of replica.
Fig. 15. Fracture along interface between filler particle (left) and binder (ribht, containing cai iAm black).
Krypton-ion etch; 7000 X.
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of the order of 11undre 1 101s of one percent, and increased
only slightly at the higher testing temperatures.
3. Notched-Bar Tests
'111c •
 fracture behavior described al>„% •e suggested
that AAQ1 graphite was distinctly mare sensitive to the
presence of notches than were most other graphites which
had previously been tested untle • 1 the same conditions. A
'l ualitative exploration of its notch sensitivity' was there-
11,1 • e lindert:llwll 111' testing a 3;mall gr(mli (it sh:ll 1)11 moc
ed tensile bars at a tee' rlifici4 nl te ► nl'elalare>..
'Me specimens used %%ere standard 0.250-in.-cli:l test
bars on %^hich the gage diameter had I , n reduced locally
to 0.125 in. by machining a circunitCI'lvltuil GO' V-groove
at the center of the gage length. R(wt radius of the
groovewas 0.001,4 to 0.001,7 in. ^kIiich, at (•,ii(Iing to
1 1 eter • son 's curves, 2 I ,roduecs a stress- c •one('111I	 0111
I;letc l . K t , of about 1.	 "Petits Deere in hl lnlnl :It :1 ("m
stint rate of crosshead nwUon of 0.00.) in./ min, undl l
the same' cmiditions used t„I unnotched tensile tents.
Results are listed in Tal.t'' IX and p lotted in Fig. 12.
Except for one lob% value at rounl te11li-1-:11mc. the
no tched strength values \%cre 1111exlx'eted1v consistent.
rrom room temperature to 2000 'C, rn'tched strength was
;ihout one -half u, two -thirds of unnotchcd st ► enKth, intli-
c':Iting a relatm-[Y high degree of notch sensitivit y --which,
it anything,	 higher at 2000 C than at room Irmlu • l:i-
ture. Ahiove 2000 C, and espel l:l III ;shove 23-1 ,) C, the de-
gr(-e of nc%tc h sensitivity decreased, and at 2500"C the ma-
terial %%as essentially as str"ng to Ith the notch as without
It. "111is suggests that :lt least a , ln;l ll amount of real
plastlelt\ exists in this hl :Il'hite at x:,00 t', and that it
may i,e developing at and	 aOxiut 2250"C.
4. Diametral Compression Tests
In :m attempt tt) measure the tensile strength „( AAQI
:',Ial^lllte I) , i1'lll:ll t" the eX1Iw1	 1()i1 dll'e^'h,^n, d1:111101,:11
compression tests acre rluale in a11 , at ruoni tent( erattu'e
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fTABLE: IX
111,11MATE TENSILE STRENC 111 AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE, 811 All PLY- NOTClll;U TENSION 11AHS,
AAQ1 URAPHITE, Kt ' 4. 5
Notched Unnotched
Test Tensile Tensile Ratio, Notched
speeime ► i Temperature, Test Strength, Strength, to Unnotrhed
No. "C Atmosphere ps i yl	 ^- Tensi Iv Strength
92B Room Air 1255
48C Room Air 241.4
49B Room A:r 2245
Average Room Air 1971 ;1052 0.65
78A 1000° fie,	 3 prig 2100
102B 1000 ° He, 3 psig 1528
Average 1000° lie, 3 psig 1814 3548 0.51
48A 1500° He, 3 psig 2566
5A 1500° He, 3 psig 2162
Average 1500° He, 3 psig 2364 4003 0.59
114A 2000° He, 3 psig 2747
36B 2000° Hey 3 psig 2405
Average 2000° He, 3 psig 2576 5236 0.49
48B 2250° He, 3 psig 5100
5C 2250° He, 3 psig 6169
Average 2250° He, 3 psig 5635 7665 0.74
9C 2325° He, 3 psig 6145
114C 2325° He, 3 psig 6616
Average 2325° He, 3 psig 6381 8046 0.79
68B 2500° He, 3 psig 5958
49C 2500° He, 3 psig 6386
Average 2500° He, 3 psig 6172 6317 0.98
on 7 full cross-section rod segments machined from
Rod 30. Results are listed in Table X. Although they
are quite consistent, these strength values are extreme-
ly low compared to the longitudinal tensile strength given
above, even for a relatively anisotropic material. Re-
salts at Battelle Memorial Institute 3 indicate that this is
typical of diametral compression tests on graphite. The
strength calculated from such a test is said in general to
be considerably lower than that measured in direct ten-
sion, by a factor which varies from one graphite to an-
other.
Accordingly, the strength values listed in Table X
are believed not to be correct on an absolute basis. How-
ever, they are expected to be useful for comparing this
graphite with other generally similar graphites.
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F'I'A I11, E: X
APPARENT TRANSVERSE, TENSILE 8TRENG,ni
OE' AAQ1 61tAPHiTE AT R(x)M TEM1'I:RATURE,
FIWA1 DIAME:111AL COMPRESSION TESTS
Ultimate
81)eeinlen Strength,
No. ^phI
30A 15,15
30113 1,17L
30C: 1;3101
301) 1.598
:JOE 1494
30F 1452
MR, 135113
Average 1,177
G 106
E. Compressive Proper ties
Conlpressivc tests were made in air at room temper-
ature an eight longitudinal specimens of AAQ1 graphite
Iran) four different rods. Results are listed in Table XI.
'['the compression specimens used were full cross-
tic ction segments (it' the extruded rods, each 1. 50 in.
lung. 't'he'y wore tested at a constant rate of crosshead
TABLE XI
ROOM-TEMPERATURE COMPRESSIVE PROPERTIES
OF AAQ1 GRAPHITE
motion of 0.020 in.rmIn between removable tool-s(vel
platens coated on their bearing surfaces with " Fluoro-
Gilde", a commercial fluorocarbon dry lubricant.' I No
stress-strain data were collected, but the load vs time
retard made for each test permitted a reasonably accurate
estlmate of yield strength at 0.2'%x, compression, as an in-
dication of deformation behavior.
In most cases fracture oecurred near the center of
specimen length, apparently from a combination of shear
and transverse tension, with much local shattering of the
graphite at the instant of fracture. Permanent increase
in specimen diameter could not be measured accurately
because of grass cracking associated with the fracture,
but in general appeared to be between 0. 1 and 0.3 1 1' and to
average about 0.25,. Because of extensive shattering,
only one specimen could be reassembled for a measure-
ment of reduced length, and even this measurement was
very uncertain. It indicated a permanent decrease in
specimen length of approximately 2. 1 1 7 as a result of flue
compression test.
The ratio of ultimate compressive strength u) ultimate
tensile strength was 3.58, which is normal for a graphite.
F. Flexural Strength
Room-temperature flexure tests were made on four
full cross-section longitudinal segments of AAQ1 rod, us-
ing four-point loading over a 4-in. span. Results are list-
ed in Table XII. The ratio of ultimate tensile strength to
TABLE XII
Ultimate Yield Strength
Specimen Compressive Strength, (0.2`'/0), ROOM-TEMPERATURE FLEXURAL STRENGTH
^No.^ psi psi OF AAQ1 GRAPHITE
2C 11, 43 0 9,560
Ultimate
21) 1.1, 188 9,896 Specimen Strength,
44C 10, 386 9, 269 No. psi
44D 11, 133 9,865 56A 4676
90C 10,922 9,438 56B 5022
90D 10,453 9,304 63A 4802
1170 10,977 9,770 63B 4959
117D 10,8:19 9,642 Average 4865
Average 10,916 9,593 Q 156
a 357 243
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rflexural strength was 0.63, which is of the magnitude re-
ix)rted for most other graphites.
G. Creey properties
Short-time tensile creep tests were made on longitu-
dinal specimens of AAQ1 graphite at 2300 and 2500°0 in
a static helium atmosphere. 'Me specimens used had
gage length of 1.00 in. and gage diameter of 0.220 in.
They were outgassed by heating in vacuum to about '11.00°C,
after which the furnace chamber was filled with helium
to a pressure 2 psi above atmospheric, which was main-
tained during further heating and testing. Creep loitds
wera ,applied through a lever system by hanging weights.
Strains were measured on a magnified image of the spec-
imen, projected onto a screen, by use of a pair of trav-
elling microscopes equipped with micrometer eyepieces.
A change of 0.000, 5 in. in specimen length could be re-
solved readily, permitting strain increments of 0.0 5("("
to he measured with confidence. The creep strains re-
ported are measured total strains minus elastic strains
calculated from the applied unit load and the dynamic
Young's modulus at the testing temperature.
To evaluate the uniform Iw of this graphite and the
repm)ducibility of the testing procedure, 15 tehth were
made at 2500 00 and 5260 psi tensile stress. The creep
curves produced are plotted in Fig. 17. Under theh(' Con-
ditions, creel) rates became essentially constant alter the
specimens had been under If ad lot, about 5 min. 'llwse
of
	
creep rates are listed in Table X111, together
with time to rupture and strain U) rupture. For thin group
of tests, standard deviation of the apparent steady-state
creep rate was about 18"'(' of the average. The estimated
uncertainty in creep rate due to possil)le stress variations
(of not more than 1.2.5`',) was 1- 10 1 7,.. That due to temper-
ature variations (of not more than 10°C) was ! 20',. The
consistency of the creep results indicates that testing con-
ditions were also consistent, and that the properties of
the graphite--and presumably its structure--were eery
uniform from specimen to specimen.
Creep rates from tests at 2300 and 2500(' are shown
as functions of tensile stress in Fig. 18, where they are
compared with Seldin's results  for with-grain specimens
of commercial ATJ graphite. In all cases creep rates
were much lower for AAQ1 than for ATJ graphite at the
1.8
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Fig. 17. Creep curves for AAQ1 graphite tested at 2500°C and 5260 psi tensile stress, "X" indicates fracture.
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TABLE XIII
`ENSILE CREEP PROPERTIES OF AAQ1 GRAPHITE AT 23-00"C AND 5260 PSI
Specimen Creep hate, Strain to Timm. p,
_No.
-4
(tniin.) s 10 	 min. Ituptu rc', '_, Ru^luri	 Min.
45 A 3.3 1. 3 37
4513 2.0 1.7 50
45C 3.3 1.2 30
23A 5. 1 1.4 21
2313 3.4 1.2 3 5
23C 3.4 1.5 3 4
11OA 3.4 1.3 32
11013 113.5 1.4 34
11 0C 3.7 1. 1 23
30A 4.7 1.7 20
;3013 3.3 1.5 311
30C 2.0 1.0 50
95A 4.0 1.5 30
95I3 13.8 1.5 33
X10C 3.2 1.4 34
Average 3.57 1.41 34.0
0 0.611) 0.18 7.8
game temperature and stress. The slopes of the line
segments plotted in rig. 18 indicate that for AAQ1 graph-
ite the apparent Steady-state creep rate is proportional
to about the eighth or ninth power of stress, whereas for
ATJ graphite it is proportional to about the fourth power
of stress. The strong stress-dependence of creep rate
in the case of AAQ1 graphite was verified by a change-
in-stress test at 2500°C, in which creep rates of the
same specimen just before and just after a sudden load
change were compared. Again creep rate was found to
vary as about the eighth power of stress.
Time to rupture is plotted as a function of stress in
Fig. 19 for tensile creep tests on AAQ1 graphite at 2300
and "500°C. 'I"hc trends of both curves are those which
would be expected if, at each temperature, strain to frac-
ture were constant, and indicate that a very large in-
crease In time to rupture is produced by a relatively
small decrease in stress.
The apparent activation energy for tensile creep of
AAQ1 graphite was determined by three different methods.
In the first of these, creep rates of the same specimen at
the same stress were compared just before and just after
a sudden change in temperature, and the calculated en-
ergy requirement was about 250 kcal/mole. In the secs -
ond method, two supposedly identical specimens were
tested at the same stress but at two different tempevi-
tures, and their creep rates were compared at the
same value of strain. This gave an apparent activation
energy of 225 kcal/mole. The third method is like die
second in that two specimens were tested at the same
stress and different temperatures, but in this case the
times required to produce a given amount of strain were
compared. This gave an energy of 220 kcal/mold.
Agreement among results of the three methods is con-
sidered good. However, because it uses only one spec-
imen and thus minimizes the possibility of differences
in specimen structure when the measurements are
made, the first of these methods is believed to be the
f
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lNg. 18. Tensile creep rate vs stress for AAQ1 and ATJ
graphites at 2300 and 25007.
most reliable, and the value 250 kcal/mole is preferred.
13. Thermal Expansion
The thermal expansion of AAQ1 graphite parallel to
the extrusion direction has been measured by three inves-
tigators using five different dilatometers. One investi-
gator used a quartz dilatometer over the range 20°K
(liquid hydrogen) to 300°K on one specimen machined from
Rod 93. The second used another quartz dilatometer over
the range 76°K (liquid nitrogen) to 350°K on this same
specimen, and an optical dilatorneter over the range 25 to
I	 2	 3	 4 o h i a v i0
STRESS, 103 psi
Fig. 19. rime to rupture vs tensile stress for AAQ1
graphite at 2300 and 2500"C'.
24757 on a longer specimen from Rod 86. The third in-
vestigator used a different quartz dilatometer over the
range 25 to 700°C on three specimens--thc one from Rocs
9i1 used by the others, and one specimc . each from Rod,,,
28 and 80. lie also used a second optical dilatometer over
the range 950 to 25007 on specimens from Rods 34 and 75.
All optical measurements were made on relatively long
9 cm) specimens to minimize refractive effects.
All data collected by the three investigators were
plotted together, and the single "parallel" curve shown
In Fig. 20 was drawn so that every experimental point was
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Fig. 20. Thermal expansion of AAQ1 graphite.
contained in a hand whose upper and lower envelopes 	 an optical dilat.ometer over the range 050 to 2-150T.
were C, above the curve and below the curve, respective-	 Specimens were built up from stacked discs, each of
ly. The vertical bars in the figure represent estimated
	
which was machined so that its cylinder axis Nkas normal
hLandard deviations. 	 to the extrusion direction. 17wo specimens were used
Thermal expansion perpendicular to the extrusion	 over each temperature interval, one built up of discs
direction was measured only by the third investigator,
	
from Rod 28 and the other of discs from Rod 80. All data
using a quartz dilat,ometer over the range 25 to 700°C and 	 arc well represented by the upper curve of Fig. 20.
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rAh vvt,uld be ex{N'rtrA from the expansion I)MIXT(It-h
ut 1114 . graph Ito sriigle vr1"htal find Irom t ► e t%pe o1 pT•e-
It I I (,d ( I FIVIltatlt,n hrN,N n It) VX1ht in thih i anulacturetl
I;1.1phhte, the coellicient oI linear thermal expansion of
AA(^l graphite is gre,iter normal to the extrusion axifl
than parallel to it. War rimm tenilwrature Ith anisotropy
i,, this regard ih lame, the ratio of Oie tvvo mean exlurn-
,+ I rl e0elflrielTth tieing aix,ut .I. lloH(,ver, as ih 01uhtratexl
hx Fig. 21, the ratio of the- mean valueh between 25 C and
.111\ higher temp(,nature dt'i' ► 'i .ahom rapidly as tie WIT11wra-
till-( , E+pan N idens. When flit- upper temperature is 1100 °11
the ratio ih about 2, and when it is 2000'C the ratio Is
aWut 1.5. At still higher trmper , `t).res It continues to
decrease at a diminishing rate.
(4t►alitatively, this effect of femptk rature on the anisot-
rupv ut thermal expansion can be explained in terms of
the c l-fecth of a temperature change on In-plane lint) out-
0I^planv thernial vibrations of carbon atoms bonded c"ova-
lontlr \% ithin planet, and by van der Waals' forces between
pl;rnes. llovvever, the rate of change of anisotropy ratio
\\It}i temperature is higher than might have been expected
llum the moderate degree of crysttillin;- anihotrolly` re-
voaled by x -ra y diffraction.
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Fig. 21. Thermal-expansion anisotropy of AAQ1 graph-
ite as it function of temperature. The ordinate is the
ratio of mean thermal expansion coefficients, perpendic-
ular and parallel to the extrusion direction, between
25'C and the temperature given on the abscissa.
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the temperaturc Intel %.If 150 tr, 1011 C, 01c
therinal conductivity cut AAQI gial4lite ritiimal to flit t 
truhJon axlh vvah measured by the flash	 llt1 .' 1	 ,I tee h
nique, l; ` t 10-tNke4'11 H40 and 21-AM  C,it'Aa t, Int ;it+111 ed by
a radial heat^Ifc,u nie0io l t` ' t invt6ing a I1•-3rsti%ck
heated rod radiating fl, i cold env ► roiunent, .Ind 1111 ;c^,rn c
lnvilt t,l the tt-1110-ratu ,	dllit-1 once hem i'ert thr Ix,tt„itl"
111 tv,,,	 holes drilled radianv )lit$, tfiv
roil W ditterent depolh. In the latter nu-tht,tl, sl,l'rillivil
temperature µ11h measured vkith it rlihalip(,aring til.11netit
optical pyronletttr and tc m1wrature dlilet en-v hvN etrrl
holes by it differential radiation pvto ►miter devcdolx•tl
eslreciall y far this purlx,se. ilm8ever, \Mien sp ( .1111 II
leniperatur(, µas alx)v(, 000 C this dili(,renro h(,eanic
large enough so that it could also by meatiurrtl v%id, ii,t
optical livronieter with go-d acvu ►ac!'.
All data collected on thot n ► al c0nductmt y ine;lsured
normal ti) the extrusion axes are plotted 3n Fig. X1.1,
Thermal conductivity IX1111ll(,I W the (,xtrusiun ;IKh'-
was measured over tho temperature iriterval - 1 10 it,
3255 by the ilahh -diffusivity method. 1^ronh '.)Io tt,
575 C,It \\as
 measured hN° it series-compar°114,011 IW tiit,d
usin g Armco Iron comparison standards. 1' 1 ,011 1 Can it,
alxiut 750"t 1 ,0ie same ►nethod was used but vy ith muhlxlt-
num as the comparison standard. Above 1001 (',the ni(,th-
od used was that 
of 
Jain and Krishnan 8 lot , doWrrnining
thermal conductivity along the axis of a res3stivolyahe;1t-
ed rod radiating freely in an evacuated envi ►•onm(,nt.
All data collected on thermal conductivit y measured
parallel tx, the extrusion axis are plotted in Fig. 23.
Room-temperature thermal conductivities parallel
and normal to uie extrusion axis, computed tram thermal-
diffusivity measurements, were 1.26 W/c+m- 'C; mid 0.715
W/cm-°C,respectively, yielding in anisotropy ratio of
1.68. This ratio remained essentially constant to, at
least 1000°C and probably applies reasonably well
throughout the entire temperature range covered experi-
mentally. Comparison of the curves of Fig. 22 and 23
suggeets that the degree of anisotropy may decrease
slightly above 1000°C. However, exlxrrimental difficulties
inherent in the linear heat-Plow method make longitudinal
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Fit;. 22. 'I1u e rnutl conductivity of AAQl graphite pleasured normal to the extrusi on direction,
+,^nciuK t1^1tc invat,urerllentti in this temperature region re-
L• amdv uncertain. ,md it is not clear , that the apparent de-
( 11'WA , t teal.
'fu gal hemispherical emissivity of the unnlachined sur-
face of the graphitized extruded rod was 0.69 over the
tentperattive range 1000 to 1500'(. This is low for it
graphite but not unreasonably so in view of published
valuvh for ix,lished graphite surfaces and the lustrous
appearance of the AAQl graphite rods.
K. Electrical  Itesistivity
F,Ieetrical resistivity of each rod of Lcrt AAQ1 graph-
ite was m y ;ivur vd parallel to the extrusion direction by
use of a Kelvin double bridge, and Is listed in Appendix A.
Average resistivity of all rods was 1160 µ^icm, with ex-
trenle values of 10130 and 1183 p^icm and standard devia-
lion of 12.4 ;,, ; cnl, Uncertainthv of the nleahurerllent
believed to be alxiut 1 1';, which is very close to the
standard deviation of the in(ahurementr,. Apin, ;in tilt
usual degree of unifornilt^v is indie;ited throughout the
lot.
Electrical resistivity parallel to the extrusion axir-
was also measured as a function of temperature over the
range ambient to k300"C, with the results plotted in Fig.
24. Since the specimen was heated resistively and radi-
ated freely to 11 cold environment, radial temperature
gradients were known W exist in It. The resistivity
ineasured at each temperature was therefore aetuallY all
average over it small temperature interval. g lo\\'cvvl', .1
calculation of probable error from this source indicate",
that it was distinctly less than that arising; 1'rom measure-
ment uncertainties.
Specimens 0.125-in. dia were corM i'vom a group
of randomly chosen AAQ1 graphite rods with the cylinder
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Fig. 23. Thermal conductivity of AA1 graphite measured parallel to the extrusion direction.
axes of the specimens either parallel or normal to the ex-
trusion aces of the rods. Average resistivities of these
specimens at room temperature were 1133 µ; g em parallel
to the extrusion direction and 1901 µ cm normal to it.
Average anisotropy ratio was 1. G8, with standard devia-
tion of 0.04. This agrees exactly with the anisotropy
ratio computed from room-temperature measurements of
thermal conductivity.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The principal objectives of this experimental program
have been accomplished and useful new knowledge has
been acquired in several areas which could not have been
predicted when the program was undertaken. In particu-
lar:
1. A good, large sample of an unusual but useful type
of graphite has been produced. It was made from
carefully characterized co nmercial raw niaterials.
Standard manufacturing equipment and techniques
were used and detailed records of procedures and
conditions were made at every step of the process.
If the same raw materials can again bo obtained, this
gral., :aite can be reproduced.
2. The graphite produced was of high quality and its
properties and behavior have been investigated in
considerable depth. This represents the first detail-
ed and reasonably complete characterization of a
graphite of this type.
3. AAQ1 graphite it one of the most unift. , rm lots of
graphite ever pro.iuced. In part its uniformity re-
sulted from the care taken in raw-materials prepar-
ation and throughout the manufacturing process, par-
ticularly in maintaining essentially constant extru-
sion pressure. Principally, however, it is believed
to have resulted from the earlier discovery that much
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Fig. 24. EI(Ttrical resistivity of AAQ1 graphite measured parallel to the extrusion direction.
of the scatter in properties of previous Group CMF-
I:, Araphites was caused by inadequate mixing of raw
materials, and from the use in preparing Lot AAQ1
of rather elaborate mixing procedures developed to
eliminate this deficiency
4. The bulk density of AAQ1 graphite, 1.901. g/em'3 .
is unusually high for an unimpregnated graphite.
This is the joint result of the natures of the raw ma-
terials used to make it, of effective mixing of these
materials, and of the use of the extrusion process to
produce a smell-diameter rod. A further small in-
crease in density could probably be achieved by main-
twining higher extrusion pressures. Otherwise, it
is unlikely that the density of this type of graphite can
he increased significantly except by changing the size
or shape distributions of the filler materials (graph-
ite flour and carbon black), modifying the molecular
distribution and ether properties of the binder resin,
or supplementing the regular manufacturing piocedures
with impregmWon treatments or hot working.
Vii. Most manufactured grey+hltes change significantly
and unpredictably in dimensions and in elastic prop-
erties when they are cycled between room tempera-
ture and any moderately elevated temperature (e. g.
1000 or 2000 0C). AAQ1 graphite appeared to be com-
pletely stable in this respect. The reason for this
difference in behavior from other graphites is not
known. However, since the changes ordinarily ob-
served are believed to result from spontaneous re-
lief of macroscopic internal stresses residual from
manufacturing operations, it suggests either that
AAQ1 graphite is essentially free of such stresses or
that it does r.::'& yield to them in the manner usual for
pitch-bonded graphites.
6. AAQ1 graphite is relatively strong at room tem-
perature and its strength increases with temperature
:16
to ; ► n unusual degree. 'Me curve representing its ul-
timatc tensile strength as a function of temperature
rM exceptionally steep between 1750 and 2:125"C', peaks
quite sharply at the latter temperature, them falls
ralmily at higher temperatures. The strength maxi-
mum occurs at a temperature perhaps 100" lower than
that reported for most other graphites, and the maxi-
mum strength is unusua.ly high- -lbove 8000 psi, or
aix)ut 2.7 times the room-temperatures strength.
7. The curve of dynamic Young's modulus of AAQ1
graphite vs temperature rises ur a maximum at a
temperature near that of the maximum ultimate ten-
silt strength, a coincidence which is unusual. A1-
though the modulus curve is nearly flat in the region
Just above room temperature, it shows no minimum
here as do the corresponding carves for most other
I.raphitvs. Measurements of static Young's modulus
a,, re unsatisfying, but suggest that during initial
loading of previously unstrained material the static
modulus is significantly lower than the dynamic mod-
ulus over the range ambient to 1500°(. Above 15000,
the static modulus appears to decrease as tempera-
tune increases, whereas the dynamic modulus contin-
ues 0) increase with temperature to about 2300°C.
H. Graphites in general are reputed to be relatively
insensiti , 'o the presence of notches. However,
notched-r,— i isile tests show that AAQ1 graphite is
quite sensitive at low and moderate temperatures to
sharp notches perpendicular to the tension axis. Its
sensitivity to notches is greater at 2000T than at
room temperature, but diminishes at temperatures
above 2000T and is essentially gone at 2500°C.
S). Percent elongation in advance of fracture was
about 0. 1;O, at all temperatures below 2250°C, which
is normal for a manufactured polycrystalline graph-
ite. At higher temperatures it increased slightly with
temperature, but remained relatively low both in ten-
sile creep (<2`7(, elongation at 2500°C) and in low
strain-rate tensile tests (_1 170
 elongation at 2750°C).
AAQ1 graphite, then, is a relatively brittle material
at all temperatures investigated.
10. In moderate-to high-density pitch-bonded graph-
Ites, the fracture path is preferentially (although not
exclusively) through filler particles. In AAQ1 graph-
ite there is a reasonable incidence both of filler-par-
title cleavage and of separation along the interfaces
between filler particles and binder residue, but there
appears to be a weak preference for the fracture path
to remain in the binder residue.
11. The degree of preferred orientation in AAQl
graphite is moderate for a material extruded as
small-diameter rod from a m;x containing acicular
filler particles. Its crystalline anisotropy is de-
scribed by an M value of 1.64 and a Bacon anf;;otropy
factor of 1.36. For most of its properties, anisot-
ropy ratios are about 1.7. Anisotropy of thermal
expansion, however, is much greater than this near
room temperature, and diminishes to values dis-
tinctly less than 1.7 above about 1000"(•.
12. It has commonly been assumed that a thermo-
setting binder, such as the resin used to manufraturc
AAQ1 graphite, will carbonize during baiting to form
a "hard carbon" that will not subsequently graphitize.
Previously experiments in Group CMF-13 have shown
that, at least for furfuryl alcohol resins in associa-
tion with normal fillers, this is not generally true,
although the crystallite sizes produced may be small-
er than those developed by some pitch binders at the
same heat-treating temperatures. The Varcum
binder in AAQ1 did graphitize at a normal graphitiz-
ing temperature, and there is some evidence that
the Thermax carbon black may also have graphitized
W a significant degree.
13. It is usually misleading to compare directl y the
properties of different types and grades of graphite
because of the property variations introduced by such
factors as differences in forming method, section
size, graphitizing temperature, and degree of pre-
ferred orientation. Thus, the creep properties of
AAQ1 graphite have been compared above with those
of ATJ graphite, a high-nuality commercial grade
produced by Carbon Products Division of Union Car-
bide Corporation, to which other graphites are often
compared. ATJ, however, is a molded rather than
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an extruded grudc, is produced In large blocks
rather than small-diameter rod, and is distinctly
less anisotropic than Is AAQ1. A comparison of
creep properties In the across-grain direction, had
it been lx ► ssible, would have been much less favor-
able to AAQ1, as would a number of other possible
property comparisons. Another widely known and
well-characterized graphite bo which AAQ1 might
more appropria:ely be compared is Great Lakes
Car(x ► n Corix)ration's Grade II LM-8 5. This is a
higlr-density, fine-grained, extruded, pitch-bonded
material, graphitized above 2500°C. In the form of
1- to 3-in. -dia rods, some of its properties are:9
Density 1.83 g/cm ; (vs 1.90 g/cm 3 for AAQ1)
Anisotropy of thermal conductivity = 1.08 (vs 1.68
for AAQ1)
Anisotropy of electrical resistivity = 1.38 (vs 1.68
for AAQ1)
Dynamic. Young's modulus, with-grain = 2.2 x 106
psi (vs 2.3 x U () psi for AAQ1)
Tensile strength, with-grain 2400 psi at ro rm
temperature, increasing to about 4000 psi at
24007 (vs 3000 psi and 8000 psi for AAQ1)
Compressive strength, with-grain = 8300 psi (va
10, 900 psi for AAQ1)
Flexural strength, with-grain = 4100 psi (vs 4900
psi for AAQ1)
Thermal conductivity = 1.63 W/cm-°C with-grain,
1.51 W /rsm -`C across-grain (vs 1.26 and 0.75
W%cm-''C, respectively, for AAQ1)
Electrical resistivity = 800 µ^icm with-grain, 1100
µ'tcm across-grain (vs 1130 and 1900 p Qcm,
respectively, for AAQ1).
Although this comparison is not entirely fair to ei-
ther graphite, it indicates at least that the mechanical
and physical properties of AAQ1 graphite are generally
comparable with those of a high-quality, pitch-bonded
grade. Consideration of this and other pitch-bonded
graphites suggests that AAQ1, and presumably other re-
sin-bonded graphites, have some advantages with regard
to direct attainment of high densities, strength proper-
ties, and behavior at elevated temperatures, with accom-
panying disadvantages in thermal and electrical conduc-
tivities. However, the larger differences are in labrica
tion characteristics and cost.
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El etrical Younglh
R(!Sistivikv Modulus,
Rod Denslty, hrngitudinal, 1A)"Kitudinnl,
No. %E^ Lm 33 µ:c(,m lU(i^
2 1.901 1144 2.295
3 1.897 1127 2.288
4 1.900 1090 2.3(111)
5 1.8911) 1154 2.312
(i 1.899 11513 2. 29 (3
7 1.901 1162 2.309
8 1.899 1163 2.297
C 1. 899 1180 2.'292
10 1.900 1154 2.'294
11 1.903 1153 2.321
12 1.904 1181 2.3'2(3
13 1.901 1152 2.323
14 1.901 1163 2.319
15 1.899 1162 2.311
16 1.903 1169 2, 319
17 1.897 1162
2.302
18 1.90:3 1152 2.302
19 1.UO2 1140 2. US
20 1.902 1153 2.32 7
21 1.902 1163
2.364
22 1.903 1149 2.312
23 1.901 1154
2.311
L4 1.900 1162 2.211f)
25 1.901 1163
2.299
26 1.901 1173 2.1303
27 1.902 1180 2.319
28 1.900 1165
2.300
29 1.902 1154
2.305
30 1.900 1163
2.294
31 1.899 1177
2.301
:32 1.897 1176
2.302
33 1.900 1182
2.295
34 1.905 1158
2.333
r3a 1.903 1183
2.308
36 1.898 1174 2.294
37 1.900 1171
2.324
Extruhif,l)
N-
1
1
1.
1
1
1
1
1.
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
.
APPENDIX A
CHARACTERIZATION OF INDIVIDUAL RODS COMPOSING iA) ,r AAQI
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CIIARACTERIZAMN UH INDIVIDUAL RODS COMPOSINC, 1x) ,r AAQI (C ontinu(xl)
Electrical Young'h
Romimtivity Muduluh,
Extr ► ision Rod Density, Longitudinal, longi udinaI,
Nu,
	 _ Nu. Cm3 a µ;tc;m 10	 13hi-,
5 38 1.900 1.1.58 2.310
.i 39 1.900 1.171 1. 11OH
i 40 1.901 1165 2.302
i 41 1.894) 1) 4H 2.303 
5 42 1.901 1154 2.320
6 43 1.900 11139 2.300
l3 44 1.900 1158 2.297
6 45 1.901 1169 2.307
6 46 1.900 1160 2.293
6 47 1.899 1164 2.289
6 48 1.899 1153 'l. 304
6 49 1.898 1151 2.306
6 50 1.897 1168 2. 293
"r 51 1.904 1140 2. 33 1
7 52 1.903 1153 2. 321
7 53 1.900 1160 2.310
7 54 1.903 1145 2.310
7 55 1.901 1151 2. 319
7 56 1.903 1149 2.310
7 57 1.902 1155 2.312
7 58 1.899 1155 2. 30.5)
7 59 1.897 1168 2.299
8 60 1.903 1151 2.313
8 61 1.903 1171 2.320
8 62 1.900 1167 2.301
8 63 1.901 1151 2.318
8 64 1.901 1155 2.313
8 65 1.901 1160 2.317
8 66 1.901 1163 2.320
8 67 1.900 1169 2.302
8 68 1.900 1163 2.316
9 69 1.905 1154 2.337
9 70 1.904 1158 2.328
9 71 1.902 1183 2.324
9 72 1.904 1151 2.328
9 73 1.903 1160 2.305
9 74 1.900 1154 2.308
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rCIIARACTERIZATION OF INDIVIDUAL RODS COMPOSING IPT AAW1 (Conhnueil)
Extrusion Rod Density,
No.^ No. g/em,
9 75 1.902
9 70 1.897
^ ► 77 1.894
10 78 1,900
10 79 1.903
10 80 1.903
10 81 1.903
10 82 1.902
10 83 1.902
10 84 1.901
1.0 85 1.902
10 86 1.902
11 87 1.906
1. 88 1.905
11 89 1.903
11 90 1.904
it 91 1.901
11 92 1.898
11 93 1.901
11 94 1.904
12 95 1.905
12 96 1.904
12 97 1.905
12 98 1.900
12 99 1.896
12 100 1.899
12 101 1.898
12 102 1.896
12 103 1.896
13 104 1.902
13 105 1.901
13 106 1.900
13 107 1.899
13 108 1.896
13 109 1.895
13 110 1.894
13 111 1.900
13 112 1.895
Electrical
Resistivity
Longitudinal,
1. .11 l
1168
1184)
1160
1,177
1177
1151
1160
1169
1156
1155
1162
1154
1144
1153
1176
1180
1162
1162
1158
1158
1158
1154
1163
1167
1163
1163
1163
1158
11G8
1163
1153
1151
1178
1162
1173
1167
1177
Young, h
Mu ► iuluh,
Iunu^,tu<I1nt ► l,
l 0' ^► h 3,..
2. «32.3
2.310
2.288
2.3( ► 6
2.300
2.294
'1.1309
2.'293
2.2941
2.291
2.31,3
2. "307
2.311.
2.323
2.31H
2.323
2.294
2.299
2.307
2.30
2.3'27
2.317
2.312
2.303
2.287
2.293
2.283
2.275
2.317
2.282
2.298
2.313
2.258
2.'225
2.227
2.259
2.260
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SCHARAC 1`F,RIZA`rio N OF INDIVIDUAL RODS COMPOSING 1A)T AAQI (t'unt ► nutod)
Clear ► r'al Y(jung s
11(thI$U v ► tv modu 111h,
Extrus ion Hod Dentrtt}^, longitudinal, I.')n^ludrn:^I.
1.1 113 1.903 1 149 2.2`12
1.1 1.14 1,897 1148 1.276
14 115 1,89H 1160
2,27,5
14 .116 1.898 1152 2.2Ht3
1 .1 117 1.899 1 152 2,300 
14 118 1. 899 1154 2. 303
I I I 119 1.901 11.47 2.21118
14 1.20 1.903 1169 2.2H7
14 121 1.899 1176 2,2111
15 122 1.901 1.167 2.2 M5
li 123 1.897 1172 2.268
15 124 1.898 1154 2.324
15 1.25 1.902 1159 2. 31.5
15 126 1.901 1167 2. 32.5)
15 127 1.901 1166
2.324
15 128 1.899 1158 2. 319
15 129 1.905 1.158 2. 325
16 130 1.909 1158 -'--
16 131 1.904 1161 '1.30.1
16 132 1.904 1171 2.319
16 133 1.909 1.152 2.356
16 134 1.904 11.54 2.315
16 135 1.9K. 1151 2.346
16 136 1.903 1147 2. 339
16 137 1.899 1158 2.322
16 138 1.898 1167 ?..310
17 139 1.907 1147 2.333
17 140 1.904 1154 2.320
17 141 1.906 1154 2.325
17 142 1.902 1152 2.322
17 143 1.903 1167 2.320
17 144 1.903 1164 2.328
17 145 1.904 1154 2.326
17 146 1.897 1172 2.317
17 147 1.903 1167 2.316
Average All 1.901 1160
2.308
Maximum All 1.909 1183 2.364
Minimum All 1.894 1090 2.225
a All 0.0028	 12.4 0.0197
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`rl;NSILE 1 > lt(>Pk;ll'rlk; + OF AAQI GRA1' irm, Tkwrvi) IN STATIC ilk,l.IUM (3 PSIG) A`r 0.00.'P., MIN
Initial
'rcht	 ti1t3111ttt(^	 Yi('1(1 Stronitth, 	 Elongation	 YOnnK'h
1	 l	 0 2" U31n( Ot	 it Inch)	 r-1O(ivluh,s1w('1111('11 I,('1111)('l'tltUT(`, t^'nb3 ti S^tl t nit 1,
,	 _,. , ^ ., ^	 Ya	 -,1111
12t3 Room ,3015	 --- 0.0,1
,)2C Room '2H36 0. 10 1.0!)
h213 Itt)i)ri1 20117	 --- t1. 13 J. 113
Average Room 21149	 --- 0110 1113
p Room 99	 --- 0.02
0,04
-)7C 2.')0 3156	 -_- U, 0:^ 1.07
12(3 13 250 3301	 ---' a. 1.0
---
57C 2;30 '311,N	 --- 0 06 = °--
Av('rage 250 3232	 --- 0.07 1.07
q 230 73	 --- 0.03 ---
83C 300 3339	 --- 0.00
---
11113 500 3070	 --- 01011) --~
Gh' '3577	 --- 0.07 1.34
Average 300 3342	 ___ 0.06 1.:511
300 264	 --- 0.01 ---R
65C 750 3291	 --- 0.08 1.90
10(3(11 750 111510	 --- a. 10 1.7 H
HHA 700 3952	 ---
0.12 1.6 3
Average 730 3584	 --- 0.10 1.78
750 337	 --- 0.02 0.13v
13A 1000 3709	 ---
0.07 1.33
6613 1000 3546	 --- 0.09
2.00
2713 1000 3388	 --- 0.06
1.92
Average 1000 3548	 --- 0.07 1.76
1000 161	 ---
0.02 0.35
Cr
4213 1250 3362	 --- 0.10 ---
61A 1250 3725	 --- 0.09
2, 0
57A 1250 3755	 --- 0.06
2.14
Average 1250 3614	 ---
0.08 2.11
1.250 2 0	 --- 0.02 0.04v
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TENSILK I'Itt ►PERTlk;S OF AMiI GRAPHITE TESTED IN STA11C IIM-111M 0 I > SW) Al 0 . 11 0i MIN (t'„ntunit4l)
In1t.al
1'rh[ Ultima te Ylt-111 8t VIII4 h, 1•;I(oilo titm 1'ti ► Ing'N
t'LIIU'n 'I.'t'illpe I'll ttll't', `('1'nhot' Strt •ligul, U.	 r	 t111^t`t, (1	 Rlt h), M„11111Uo,
PH! 11141 11!	 ph I
20B Iilil ► 37kH 11,	 lli ',	 11 ►
;, 7A LOO 4 260 111 013
°`.".13 1`AM :31C)'.1  0!1 1. 67
Atvi agv I.,Otl •100:1 0. OH 1. H9
rt I`,iiu 2-15 0, 0 O.:30
g ut' 172,5 -1108 --- 0. 13 1.7s
66A 1700 4.0HO --- 0. 11 =^
13113 1,-.)o 4 5313 --- l ► . 0.I _ ^ -
Avvnige 27`,1 ► 4211 --- 0. 10 1.7H
a 1.7,,0 250 01 04
H W 2000 51.67 0, 12 -x ^
92C 2(100 ,,8.113 ..-_ 0. 17 ---
, 1.Ilk
	 t 2000 4709 •-- 0.07 K-
Average 2000 52313 2222- 0.12 1. HH
I,
or 2000 365 --- 0.05 0. 215
142(' 2250 7347 73-17 0.213 1.73
13^ ;;250 7773, 7775 0.40 1. •1.1
36C 22:,0 7H74 7786 0. 1-1 -.7-
Average 2250 766 5 763(! 0.2H 1.59
ra• 2'250 280 14;, 0. 13 0.'21
•14A 1 2325 H130 7M 56 0.5-1
11711 2325 7H64 6771 0.38 1. 57
711A' I 2J25 M1144 70.14 0.28 --^
Average 2325 8046 7221 0.110 1.47
rT 2:3'215 1 58 510 0. U 0. 1.1
11('	 i1 2400 7824 6742 0.4 5 ---
79C  2400 74H'I 7223 0.33 -^-
1 2Ic 2400 6940 5166 00.50 1.32
Average 2400 7415 6377 0.43 1.32
rJ 2400 446 1076 0.09 ' -'
J
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APPENDIX C
STRESS-STRAIN CURVES' FOR I.ONGt ,ruDINAI. SPECIMENS OF AAQI GRAPIIITE TESTED A'C (J. o; K, IN, -MIN,
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